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The Appalachian Adult Education Center at Morehead State 
University , Morehead , Kentucky, is a practical assistance center 
for improving national adult education practices by developing 
demonstra tions in the thirteen- state Appa lachian region . 
In 19 72-73 , the AAEC developed four projects demonstrating 
coordination of services for di sadvantaged adults between public 
libraries and adult basic education programs. In ' 7 3-' 7 4, those 
projects were continued , and three new coordination projects were 
developed. Also in '73-' 74, the USOE Bureau of Libraries a nd 
Leaming Resources fu nded an AAEC proposa l to conduct training 
institutes in public library services to disadvantaged adults through 
the four continuing projec ts. 
This document i s a collection of the objectives pl anned for 
'73-' 74 in the four continuing demonstration projects , i n the three 
beginning projects, and in the four training projects . Each objective 
includes activities for carrying it out, and plans for the documentation 
of each objective . 
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I Objective r: To report the results of the assessment 
of the Huntington Public Library holdings 
by coping skills are~. 
Activities and Documentation: 
1. A materials list by coping skills areas 
2. Dissemination of the materials list to the library 
and ABE programs in the We stern Counties 
Regional Library area and to interested others . 
3. A periodic supple ment of new acquisit ions in the 
coping skills areas found through the assessment 
to be inadequate or missing . 
Objective 2: To follow up the usage of the community 
referral handbook and to continue referra 1 
to community agencies. 
Activities: 
1. A brief questionnaire will be sent out twice and 
followed up by phone for those not returning it. 
2 . Se lected personal interviews 
Qo..c_umentation: 
Compilation of : 
1. Uses made of community resource handbook 
2. Suggested improvements of handbook 
Objective 3: To serve ABE students in the rural areas 
of Putnam, Wayne , and Cabell. 
Activities: 
1. Deve lop readers profiles for new ABE students. 
-1-
Readers profiles for continuing students will be 
distributed to the library facility nearest their 
ABE program. 
Library or ABE Departme nt 
or Staff Member Charged 





ABE t eacher s 
2 
2. Provide borrowers' cards to ABE students and 
family members that do not have them. 
a . ABE staffs will have application for borrowers 
cards to fill out when the student enrolls 
b. The ABE staff will send the appl ication to 
the central library. A mailer may need to be 
devised. 
c. The library (either in Huntington or nearest 
the ABE program or nearest the ABE students' 
home) will follow-up the application by: 
1) sending a borrower's card and a welcoming 
invitation 
2) a phone call if the student has a phone 
3) possibly a personal visit from a library 
staff member 
3 . Provide public library materials to ABE students 
a . Provide request slips 
b. Provide materials by mail to be returned at 
ABE centers 
c . Rotating collections in adult education 
facilities which are to include mostly 
coping skills materials, especially 
brochures and materials on family 
planning and drugs, for example 
d . Respond to interests indicated on 
reader's profiles 
e. Feedback from ABE students about 
materials provided will again be 
be attempted using the feedback 
book mark, but preserving the student's 
a nonymit y by eliminating his name. 
ABE t eachers will be asked to urge 
their students to provide candid feedback 
'I 
LiJ?rary or ABE Departme nt 
or Staff Memb er Charged 




ABE Teachers 4. 
(positive and negative) to help the 
librcr y upgrade its services. 
Two field trips will be arranged for 
each ABE class to visit its nearest 
library. Consideration will be give r. 
to one large open house of all ABE 
st udents in three counties at the 
central library. Transportation will 
be arranged as needed in all cases. 
Procedures used in the Kentucky 
Libr ary-ABE Project should be con-
sidered. 
5 . The AAEC slide-tape library 
orientation may be used. If s o , there 
w ill be discu ssion before and after 
presentation about the place of the 
library in people's lives and about 
what services libraries can offer. 
6 . The AAEC Library-Orientation Kits 
will b e field test ed . 
7 . In one county (Putnam) CAP will continue 
to pro vide bus service to the Hurricane 
Library as long as the local CAP is 
funded. 
Documentation 
1. Compilation of students' interests by 
coping skills area and/or title . from 
readers' profiles. 
2. Narrative of problems encountered by 
librar ians in getting to ABE programs 
and in talking with adult learners. 
3 . Number of applications ABE staff have 
filled out by new enrollees. 
4. Number of borrower s cards issued to 
ABE students, family members , and 
st aff 
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5 . Narrative and numbers of letters, phone 
calls, and personal visits of librarians 
to ABE students, including a discussjm 
of problems and perceiwed benefits 
(possibly case studies, if that is the 
easiest way for librarians to communicate 
what happened). 
6. Compilation of coping skills areas and/ 
or titles from request slips. 
7. Total number of request slips. 
8. Number of materials mailed. 
9. Narrative of response to receiving 
materials by mail. 
10. Records will be kept for each adult 
educationcenter (and totalled) of which 
coping skills areas and/or titles are 
most popular, as determined by 
circulation and/or by obvious use in 
the center. 
11 . Compilation of feedback from book-
marks, including percentage of return. 
12 . Narrative of problems and solutions in 
obtaining feedback. 
13. Number of field trips, by ABE center, 
a nd number of students involved. 
Narrative of what happened during each 
field trip. Narrative of the problems 
and their solutions in organizing and 
carrying out the field trips. 
14. Number of materials checked out during 
each field trip. 
15. Narrative of response to AAEC slide-
tape orientation, if used. 
16 . Narrative of response to AAEC Library 
Orientation Kit. 
Lll?rary or ABE Department 
or Staff Member Charged 
with Re sponsibility in 1 
fY' 73-74 I 5 ----- -------------- - --- - :-- -------------------------------------------------
PROJECT STAFF 
1 17. Numbers earned by CAP bus to 
Hurricane Library. 
OBJECTIVE 4. TO WORK WITH LIBRARIANS WHO ARE 
EXPANDING SERVICES TO ABE ADULT 
LEARNERS. 
1 . Report to librarians: 
a. The results of the 1972-73 interviews 
b. Plans to meet librarians' needs ex-
pressed in the interviews 
2 . A workshop will be held in August to: 
a. h~lp librarians with the procedures for 
developing readers' profile s 
b. introduce the concept and application of 
coping skills list and the materials list 
from the Huntington Library assessment 
c. present reasons for and establishment of 
a dialogue about the necessity of extensive 
outreach in the delivery of library 
services to disadvantaged adults. 
Reasons will be d~::ussed for the very ht man 
desire to stick with traditiDnal methods 
and therefore to resist outreach 
d . more information about the concept 
an d organization of adult education will 
be presented 
3 . Other workshops will be planned in 
specific need or probl em areas as WCRL 
librarians implement these objectives. 
Development of these workshops will 
be discussed with the project monitor. 
Documentation 
1 . Copy of report to librarians . 
I 
(Library or ABE Department: 
or ·Staff Member Charged : 
with Responsibility in : 
F~ 73-74 : 
--- ------- -- • - -- _ ____ 1 _______________________ _ ------------------------------ --
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PROJECT STAFF 
2. Narrative of workshop(s) including 
numbers attending. This narrative 
should include any kinds of reservations 
or objections raised by the librarians 
about the proposed direction of ser-
vices. 
3. Feedback from librarians in January 
about the usefulness of the coping 
skills materials and suggestions for 
improvement. Results of the interviews 
will be reported back to the librarians. 
4. Interviews toward the end of thE. project 
year with librarians about what they see 
OBJECTIVE 5: 
as library and ABE hindrances to s ervices 
to ABE adult learners . Results of the inter-
views will be reported back to the 
librarians . 
TO WORK WITH ABE STAFF MEMBERS WHO 
-ARE EXPANDING SERVICES TO ABE ADULT 
LEARNERS 
Activities 
1. Report to ABE staff: 
a. the results of the 1972-73 interviews 
b. plans to meet ABE staff needs expressed 
in the interviews 
2. A workshop will be held in September to : 
a. introduce the concept and application o f 
the coping skills list from the Huntington 
Library assessment 
b . help ABE staffs with the procedures for 
developing field trips to libraries 
c. present reasons for and establish a 
dialogue about the necessity of 
continuously stressing skills application 
to ABE students in addition to skills 
development 
'I 
d. more information will be presr nted about 
library services and the library's role 
in continuing education 
e. The need for feedback about the 
appropriateness of materials v· i"l be 
explained to teachers and procedures 
developed with the ABE teachE'rs for 
making this explanation to their students 
f . other workshops will be planned to 
rei nforce the first workshop or rn o her 
probl em areas that arise as ABE teachers 
implement these objectives 
Documentation 
1 . Copy of report ·to ABE teachers 
2 . Narrative of the workshop(s) including 
number s attending. The narrative should 
include any kinds of reservations or 
objections raised by the teachers about 
t he proposed direction of services. 
3 . Feedback in January and May from the 
t each ers about the methods they have 
found most useful in en---ouraging the 
application of new basic skills to every-
day ~ oblem-solving. Results of the 
questionnaire and/or interviews will 
be reported back to the teachers. 
4. Revi ew of the reservations or objectives 
that the ABE staff raise to the> concept 
a nd/or detail of the field trips. 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
WORK STATEMENT 
FOR TRAINING PUBLIC LIBRARY STAFFS 
IN SERVICES TO DISADVANTAGED ADULTS 
U.S. Off ice of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
H EA II b Training 
West Virginia Project 
Western Counties Regional Library 
Huntington, West Virginia 
James Nelson, Head Librarian 
Phyllis Mac Vicar, Library-ABE Project Director 
July 30, 1973 
The objectives of the Appalachian Adult Education Center (AAEC) 
HEA II b training proposal will be met in West Virginia through the following 
chronology: 
1. May 10-11, 1973--a s tatewide libraria ns' meeting involving most of the 
state's regional and small librarians was held in Pipe stem, West Virginia. 
Priscilla Gotsick of the AAEC central staff gave the k eynote speech. As a 
part of her presentation, she outlined the proposed on-the-job training of 
complete units or libraries for expansion of services to disadvantaged adults. 
There were many expressions of interest. 
2. May 17, 1973--a joint meeting of the AAEC a nd the West Virginia state 
and local staff w a s held and the first draft of the West Virginia training 
design was developed. (See Addendum). 
3. A second planning conference was held in Huntington July 25- 26, 1973 , 
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Cabell County Literacy Council 
4. The first week in August, promotional letters over the state librarian's 
signature will go to the thirteen regional librarians for: 
a. distribution to their small librarians if they nominate small libraries 
in their region 
b. distribution to their own staff if they hope to utilize the training in 
the regional library 
Three regional librarians have already expressed an interest in the traimng: 
Moore, Clark sburg; Coffindaffer, Stonewall Jackson Regional Library cut 
of Buchanan County; Fair, Wheeling. Others that might be interested are 
Beckley, Mortantown and Martinsburg, Bluefield, Parkersburg, Weirton, 
and Kanaha. 
5. Simultaneously a letter will go out over the signature of the state director 
of adult education to all supervisors of adult basic education requesting 
them to urge their regional librarians to take advantage of this training. 
This should indicate to local librarians that there is a need for expanded Services 
to disadvantaged adults in their own service area. 
6. The week of August 13, 1973, James Nelson, head librarian of the 
Western Cb1unties Regional Library, which is responsible for the AAEC 
West Virginia Library-ABE Project, will call each of the regional librarians 
on the state library WATS line in Charleston to answer any further questions. 
7. August 27, 1973--those librarians that have expressed an interest will 
meet at the state library in Charleston for further explanation of the 
training sequences. 
8. Labor Day week- -hopefully the first planning session will be held in 
Wheeling. 
9. September 27-29, 1973--The Huntington project coordinator, Phyllis 
Mac Vicar , will talk to the West Virginia Library Association in Wheeling 
about the coordination of public library and school (ABE) services to 
di sadvantaged adults, and will discuss the available training. 
10. October 18-19, 1973--Miss MacVicar will speak in a panel rii scussion 
at the West Virginia Continuing Education Council Conference abou the 
possibilities of interrelating library and educational services for disad-
vantaged adults. This is a combined conference of the West Virginia 
affiliates of the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. and of the 
National Association for Public Continuing and Adult Education. She 
will again urge adult educators to express an interest to their local 
librarians in expanded .;library services to disadvantaged adults. 
11. For each of the ten libraries to be involved in the training in West 
Virginia, as stated in the AAEC proposal, Phyllis MacVicar and a member 
of the AAEC staff will help the local library staff review the local demo-
graphic profile, and the resources of the library in terms of time, staff, 
3 
and money, and also help the local library staff come to some conclusions 
about what they desire to do in terms of expanding their services to disad-
vantaged adults. Those people on the staff who will have the responsibility 
for these expanded services will be surveyed, using AAEC instruments . to 
determine their present level of knowledge. Individual training sequenc ...., 3 will 
be prescribed for each of these staff members, using sequences developed 
and/or located by the AAEC. A training sequence could include print, non-
print, a consultant's service at the local library, or time at the Huntington 
Model Center working with the project staff there. The training sequences 
are expected to take about three months with technical assistance from 
the Huntington Center thereafter if needed. In return for no-cost on-site 
training services, the local library will be asked to assist in the data 
collection necessary for tthe AAEC's and the West Virginia Center's 
accountability. Betsy Eaton, field worker for the West Virginia Public 
Library Commission, will guide in the development of the training. 
12. Nine other libraries will be served in this fashion on a staggered 
time table with the last library{s) starting in March or April. 
13. Librarians will be invited to the periodic adult education staff 
development meetings funded under Section 309 c of the Adult Education Act. 
14. Demonstration staff will be available to train ABE staff in the use of the 
library-ABE curriculum. 
15. Maryland and Iowa have expressed an interest in involving the West 
Virginia project staff in awareness level workshops. {In Sioux City, 
Waterloo, and the southeast portion of Iowa). This will be followed up • 
Iowa and Maryland will pay expenses. 
Addendum 
STATE PI.AN--First Draft 
Contact all West Virginia libraries to inform them about the Cabell County 
Public Library/ABE Project. All these libraries will be invited to participate 
in the project next year. Our sites will be chos en from those with a 
positive response. 
Regional workshops will be planned, located within three or four regions 
which may include Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. 
Discuss with AAEC after May meeting specific goals and jobs outlined. 
Usage of CLEP program with Marshall University, West Virginia University, 
ABE and extension services . 
First contact with librarians at WVLA (:.N". Va. Library Association) at end 
of summer. 
Possible sites to assess needs and collection with librarians. 
Interlibrary loans (of ABE purchased materials) to all libraries with a need 
for this type of material. 
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Objective 1: To coordinate school library services with public library 
services during class time. 
Comments: 
During the 1972-73 demonstration, two schools (C. A. Johnson ,and 
Columbia High} opened their libraries to adult students under the 
supervision of the day school librarians who were reimbursed as non-
formula ABE instructors with the State Department of Education,Adult 
Branch, funds assigned t o Richland County, School District-# 1. It 
is possible that this can be continued in the 1973-74 demonstration: 
as one alternative, the Columbia High librarian has expressed her 
faith in the project staff ' s ability to open that library without her 
supervision. Since Columbia High has a new principal , this must be 
explored with him. 
Doc ument:l tion: 
1. A narrative of the kinds of materials used by adult learners who do 
use school libraries. 
2 . A report on the kinds of materials used to supplement the school 
library. 
a . from the Richla nd County Public Library 
b. from the project holdings 
Objective 2: To ascertain the reading interests and needs of ABE 
students. 
Activities: 
1. The project staff will attempt to interview all new ABE students in 
the school district for readers' profiles . 
2. The project staff will as~ the ABC teachers to interview returning 
students. 
Documentation: 
Tabulation of questionnaire about topics requested. 
Objective 3: To respond to ABE readers' profiles and ABE staff requests 
for materials. 
Comment: 
Most of the 1973-74 teachers for Richland County School District# 1 
ABE are continuing from 1972-73. They have worked with the Columbia 
project and have been emphatic in its praise. 
Activities: 
1. Materials will be taken or sent to individual ABE learners and staff 
members in response to requests or to the knowledge by the project 
staff of their interests continuing the practices of the 19 72 - 7 3 
demonstration. 
Those materials will be collected from the Richland County Public 
Library , the project holdings, and the general community. 
The fo llowing programs will be served: 
Columbia High School (MTTh) 
C . A. Johnson (TTh) 
A tla s Road (TTh) 
Booker T. Washington (TTh) 
Hopkins (TTh) 
Oak-Read Apartments for the elderly 
Crafts-Farrow Mental Institution (MW) 
South Carolina State Hospital 
If other programs should open, hopefully they too will be served. 
Objective 4: To encourage acquisition by community libraries of 
coping skills materials suitable for use by disadvantaged 
adults. 
Activities: 
1. The project staff will urge and help the Richland County Public 
Library to identify and acquire needed materials. 
2. The project staff will urge and help the library extension director 
to stock the bookmobiles and branches in the poorer areas of the 
county with coping skills materials. 
3. The project staff will work with two state mental institutions to 
introduce coping skills materials into their library collections. 
Documentation: 
1 • The problems encountered . 
2. Titles (where known) of materials acquired as the result of this 
objective . 
3. If the library extension director is willing , a report on the usa ge 
of these materials. 
Objective 5: To develop a method of using book talks as library-
initla ted readers' guida nee. 
Activities: 
The practice will be continued of presenting talks to ABE classes about 
human needs or problem areas with a wealth of print and non print 
available in that problem area. 
Examples: Legal aid, 
Care of the aged in the home, 
Consumer topics such as food or car buying, 
or time payments, 
Sex education. 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research & Deve lopment 
Morehead Sta te University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
WORK STATEMENT FOR TRAINING OF PUBLIC LIBRARY STAFFS 
IN SERVICES TO DISADVANTAGED ADULTS 
U. S. Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Training 
South Carolina Project 
Eunice McMillia n, Project Director 
Earle Hayes, Director of Adult Education 
July 30, 1973 
To carry out the objectives in the Appalachian Adult Education Center 
(AAEC) training proposal, the following chronology will be followed 
in the Columbia, South Carolina, project. 
1. A promotional mailing will go immediately to all of the public 
libraries in South Carolina. The addresses will be provided by the 
State Library. The letters will include: 
a. a description of the proposed trainirg 
b. an invitation to and a master schedule for the five regional 
adult education inservice meetings to be held in August, tenta-
tively in Charleston, Columbia, Greenville, Florence, the 
Edgewood-Aiken area, 
c. a return postcard for expressing interest in the training and/or 
in the regiona 1 meetings. 
2. Before July 31, 19 73, a brief description of the available training 
will be forwarded to Estellene Walker, Director of the State Library, 
for inclusion in the August state library newsletter. 
3. August 13, 1973, during a state department of education, adult 
education branch, TV talk-back with Smith Carolina county ABE 
coordinators, Eunice McMillian, the project director, will urge the 
ABE coordinators to discuss needed library services for disadvantaged 
adults with their own county librarians, indicating that no-cost on-
site training is available. Ted Freeman is coordinating the TV talk-
back. (Every county in South Carolina offers ABE). 
4. In August Eunice McMillian will travel to the five adult education 
regional meetings with the state adult education staff to talk with 
interested county librarians and ABE coordinators about the available 
training. 
5. In October the project director will attend the state library meeting 
in Myrtle Beach. If possible she will speak on the program (although 
the schedule appears to be full at this time) • 
6. The Columbia project will work with the students in the College 
of Librarianship, University of South Carolina, in some or all of the 
following ways: 
a. Identification or development of materials and services for 
disadvantaged adults. 
(1) Class talks by the project director. 
(2) Class assignments. 
(3) Use of the USC materials lab for developing print and 
nonprint materials. 
b. Internships of students in the demonstration-training project. 
Comment: 
The College is in its second academic year. Most of the first graduates 
were placed in South Carolina, many of them in technica l centers. 
7. The former state library coordinator for programs for the disadvan-
taged and the State Librarian feel that libraries which have had projects 
in the past for disadvantaged children and youth may be interested in 






Spartanburg (possibly, it just lost Model Cities funding) 
Other counties with a great many low-income families are: 
Clarendon 
Willia ms burg 
McCormack 
8 . As s tated in t he AAEC proposal , Eunice McMillian and a member 
of the AAEC staff will help the local library staff review the local 
demographic profile, and the resources of the library in terms of time, 
staff, and money and also help the local library s taff come to some 
conclusions about what they desire to do in terms of expanding their 
services to disadvantaged adults. Those people on the staff who will 
have responsibility for these expanded services will be surveyed,using 
sequences developed and/or located by the AAEC. A training sequence 
could include print, nonprint, a consultant's service at the library, or 
time at the Columbia Mode l Center working with the project staff there. 
The t ra ining sequences are expected to take about three months with 
technical assistance from the Columbia Center thereafter if needed. 
In return for no-.cost on-site training services, the loca l library will 
be asked to ass ist in the data collection necessary for the AAEC's 
and the South Carolina Center's accountability . 
9 . Nine other libraries will be served in this fashion on a staggered 
time table with the la st library(s) starting in March or April. 
10. If time, energy, and project funds r;ermit, a regional workshop 
involving the Columbia pro~ect director and the local library staff 
will be held following compLetion of the training for each library. 
In other words, the newly trained library staff may act as a resource 
and demonstration to its neighboring libraries. This is why an attempt 
will be made to maintain a geographic spread tn the ten libraries 
involved in the initial training. 
b . Internships of students in the demonstration-training project. 
Comment: 
The College is in its second academic year. Most of the first graduates 
were placed in South Carolina, many of them in technical centers . 
7. The former state library coordinator for programs for the disadvan-
taged and the State Librarian feel that libraries which have had projects 
in the past for disadvantaged children and youth may be interested in 






Spartanburg (possibly, it just lost Model Cities funding ) 
Other counties with a great many low-income families are: 
Clarendon 
Willia ms burg 
McCormack 
8 . As sta ted in the AAEC proposal, Eunice McMillian and a member 
of the AAEC staff will help the local library staff review the local 
demographic profile, and the resources of the library in terms of time, 
staff, and money and also help the local library staff come to some 
conclusions about what they desire to do in terms of expanding their 
services to disadvantaged adults. Those people on the staff who will 
have responsibility for these expanded services will be surveyed, using 
sequences developed and/or located by the AAEC. A training sequence 
could include print , nonprint, a consultant's service at the library, or 
time at the Columbia Model Center working with the project staff there. 
The training sequences are expected to take about three months with 
technica 1 assistance from the Columbia Center thereafter if needed. 
In return for no~cost on-site training services, the local library will 
be asked to assist in the data collection necessary for the AAEC's 
and the South Carolina Center's accountability. 
9. Nine other libraries will be served in this fashion on a staggered 
time table with the last library(s) starting in March or April. 
10 . If time, energy, and project funds i:;ermit, a regional workshop 
involving the Columbia project director and the local library staff 
will be held following completion of the training for each library. 
In other words, the newly trained library staff may act as a resource 
and demonstration to its neighboring libraries. This is why an attempt 
will be made to maintain a geographic spread tn the ten libraries 




A TENTATIVE STATE TRAINING DESIGN FOR SOUTH CAROLINA 
I. Securing state-wide support and approval 
A. South Carolina State Library and its board 
B. University of South Carolina School of Libra ry Science 
C . State Department of Education 
1 . Library Services - Elementary, Secondary and audio-visual 
2. Office of Adult Education 
a . Curriculum consultant 
b. Reading and resource consultant 
D . County Librarians 
1. Extension centers 
2. Bookmobiles 
E. Local (district/county} coordinators of Adult Ba sic Education 
Some of the key individuals have been cont.acted only on a brief, 
informal basis. Until the vacation period is over, in some inst.ances, 
firm committments have not been secured. However, many of tl'le se 
persons are familiar with our 1972-73 demonstrative project and are 
willing to lend their full support. 
II. A personal letter to each county librarian to inform them of the 
project. 
III. In depth follow-up 
A. The st.ate will be divided into logical "regions" to suit our 
purposes. 
B. For the various regions, in depth workshops of varying le ngth, 
for the county librarians, ABE coordinators and their selected 
st.aff. 
C. Regions can easily be subdivided for training • 
IV. The ABE/Library project will hopefully form its strongest ties with 
the University of South Carolina School of Library Science. 
A. There i s a definite possibility of also involving the Department 
of Adult Education which holds on-campus and off-campus 
courses in Adult Education on the graduate level. 
B. The Library School's graduates and undergraduates in on-campus 
and state wide off-campus courses could help produce a large 
number of students who can &nd should be made more aware of 
the services that can be rendered t o disadvantaged adults. In 
addition, as in A&B, there are already practitioners in these 
classes who can readily render services to disadvantaged 
adults. 
V. Responsibility of the ABE/Library Project 
A. To make its presence known 
B. To interest individuals in becoming prepared to accept leader-
ship roles in their local area, county, or region 
C. To begin projects in which local school districts will become 
financially involved-as has already become a fact in at least 
one district in this state. 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
WORK STATEMENT 
FOR CONTINUATION OF DEMONSTRATION 
LIBRARY-ABE MODEL CENTER 
U.S. Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Demonstration 
Alabama Project 
Ann Gwin, Director, Library-ABE Project 
Richardena Ramsey, Director, Birmingham Publi ~ Library 
July 30, 1973 
Objective 1. To complete the bibliography developed from the 1972-73 
assessment of library materials available at the central 
library in each adult coping skill area. 
Activities: 
a. Dewey Decimal numbers will be added to aid those using 
the bibliography in locating materials. 
b. The bibliography will be distributed to all ABE teachers and 
public and school librarians in Jefferson County and in the 
city of Birmingham. 
Documentation: 
a . The printed bibliography 
b. A form will be devised to keep records of teachers' names 
and their reactions to the bibliography. 
Objective 2 . To contact 2U libraries in Jefferson County where adult 
basic education (ABE) classes are located for the purpose 
of making available to ABE teachers (when student enrolls) 
an application for a library card. 
Activities: 
a . Location of ABE classes in relation to the nearest library 
will be mapped out. 
b. Director of Birmingham Public Library and Project Director 
will attempt to set up interviews with head librarians to 
explain the cooperative effort between library and ABE. 
c. Applications will be distributed to each ABE teacher with 
explanations concerning membership requirements of that 
community library. Teachers may then be asked to mail 
applications in or request that applications be picked up 
by ABE libra ry project assistant. 
d. After application has been processed, cards may be returned 
to ABE students by project assistants. 
Comment: There are 13 libraries in Jefferson County other than the 
Birmingham Public Library, (BPL), and its branches and the 
Jefferson County Free Library. There are 13 municipalities . 
The contracting library (BPL) will act as a coordinator. 
~umentat ion: 
a . Records will be kept of visits to community libraries. 
Logs of reactions from librarians to project objectives 
will be kept. 
b. Project assistants and librarians will be asked to keep numbers 
of library cards processed for ABE class members. A 
tabulation form for librarians will be devised for ease in 
record keeping. 
Objective 3 . To develop a slide presentation about the library using 
slides from various areas in Alabama. The slide 
presentation would be used: 
(1) in the workshops with librarians across the state. 
(See Work Statement for Training) 
(2) with ABE class members so that they will know what a 
library is like 
(3) with interested community groups or ABE teacher 
workshops 
Documentat ion: 
The s lide-tape presentation. The AAEC will provide a written 
script which will be adapted for the Alabama slide-tape presentation . 
Obj ective 4 . To a ttempt to provide library services to all ABE class es 
beginning wit h the county ABE classes. 
Ac t ivitie s: 
a. Delivery of materials to classes on a rotating basis. 
b . Librar y field trips to nearest community library or branch 
l ibrary . 
Doc umentation : 
Rec ords will be kept of classes contacted and library tours 
a rra nged. Reac tions and responses of ABE learners will be logged. 
Objectives. To test the effectiveness of the community referral handbook 
developed in 1972-73. 
Activities: 
a. To provide all ABE teachers with copies of the handbook. 
b. To provide referral forms for use with the handbook. 
c. To explain the use of the handbook and the reasons for 
its existence. 
Documentation: 
a . A chart will be made showing the number of times the hand-
book was used by teachers, the problem, and the result, 
if known. 
b. A record has been kept of the dissemination of the hand-
book to agencies. In December, 1973, these agencies 
will be contacted to question them on their use of the 
referral handbook. Their reactions to the usefulness of 
such a handbook will be noted. The information obtained 
from these queries will be presented in the interim and 
final reports. 
Objective 6~ To continue and expand a family l earning center in a 
public library building. 
Activities: 
a. Displays of available materials will gi ve students an idea 
of the types of materials available. 
b. Films and filmstrips, book-talks, or discussions on a 
weekly basis will be a part of project activities to 
encourage the citizens of "Central City~•: and North 
Birmingham to use library services and join ABE classes if 
groups show interest. Announcements and publicity 
concerning the film hour will need to be made in the 
communities. The weekly film or filmstrip will include 
topics from the coping skills inventory. Library tours 
will be offered to participants in the groups at the center. 
• 
• 
c. The ABE classes currently being held in the day and evening 
will continue as long as funds permit. Coping skills 
materials including a wide range of topics on film will be 
available to learners . 
Documen tation: 
a. Reader's profiles will continue to be used to provide 
information on the kinds of materials read by ABE 
learners. 
b. Records will be kept of circulation at the center. · 
c . Records of attendance for films or other activities will be 
kept. Subjects and titles of each week's activities will 
be logged for documentation. 
Objective 7 . To continue the recruitment program with the assistance of 
Jo Scott from Auburn University, under the supervision of 
Dr . Frank . 
Activities: 
a . A fall workshop to be held informally at the ABE-Library Center 
for volunteers; discussions will center on the objectives of 
the cooperative program and the needs of the disadvantaged 
i n terms of library services. Training will include: 
role playing, visits to ABE classes, and follow-up by meeting 
the persons recruited the first time they come to class. 
b . A handbook for volunteers has been adapted by Joe Scott 
to include library services . It will be discussed and 
distributed to volunteers. 
c . Oth er recruitment activities and workshops will be scheduled, 
if time permits . 
d . Cont act Bobbie Walden for type of recruitment card used 
by volunteer recruiters in Huntsville, Alabama, ABE program. 
Documenta tion: 
Rec ords kept of volunteers, welcome cards d istributed, 
number r ecruit ed to the classes or libraries as a result of volunteer 
recruiting , and recruitment sheets with information on persons visited • 
Objective 8. Ascertain by random sample whether ABE qtudents report 
greater use of library servic;es as a result of the coordination 
activities between ABE and library. 
Do:::umentation: 
a. Interview form 
b. results of random samples 
Objective 9 . To orient teachers both in fall workshops and indi vidually 
to the activities and results of the interrelation of 
library and ABE programs, 
Activities:-
a. To orovide teachers with qeneral and soepific inform at inn 
about oroject techniques in a workshop and on an individu_al 
o,, c,is. 
b . To provide t eachers with professional materi a l s for 
instructional units (including samples of supplementary 
reading materials), coping skills list, a master source 
list, a bibliography, and, most especially, readers' 
pr:>file forms. 
(These activities might be combined with the activities 
mentioned in Objectives 2 and 4 when possible. Activities 
c a n take place in conjunction with the delivery of coping 
skills materials to the classes.) 
c. To encourage teachers to incorporate library tasks into 
the curriculum. 
d. To continue to provide commurity referral handbooks to 
teachers and to ioform teachers of services which have 
been added or changed since the dis seimination of the 
handbook. 
Documentat ion: 
In the spring or later winter, a checklist for evaluation will 
be provided for teachers listing each type of material. It will also 
include a question on whether there have been changes in the curriculum. 
The proj ect director or library assistant will bring the check! ist and ask 
that it be answered "on the spot." If for some reason this is impossible, 
an oral questionnaire will be used. 
• 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
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WORK STATEMENT 
FOR TRAINING PUBLIC LIBRARY STAFFS 
IN SERVICES TO DISADVANTAGED ADULTS 
U. S. Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Training 
Alabama Project 
Ann Gwin, Director, Library-ABE Project 
Richardena Ramsey, Director, Birmingham Public Library 
July 30, 1973 
The objectives of the Appalachian Adult Education Center (AAEC) • 
HEA II b t raining proposal will be met in Alabama through the following 
chronology . 
1 . May 18 , 1973--the first draft of the Alabama training design was 
completed (See Addendum) . 
2. June 20 , 1973--a joint planning meeting of the AAEC and the Alabama 
state and local staff was held. 
3 . In Jul y and August, publicity letters explaining the training services 
availabl e to public library staffs will be developed and sent. It will 
be expl ai ned in the promotional literature that libraries will be 
s igned up for training sequences on a first-come, first-served, basis. 
An a ttempt will be made, however, to serve libraries from different 
r eg io ns (th ere ar e twenty systems). 
4 . September 11, 1973--an all day awareness level meeting of regional 
librar ies and other interested librarians will be hosted by the 
Graduate School of Library Services, University of Alabama at 
Tuscaloosa . Thi s meeting will explain the particulars of the training 
that c an be offered through the MEG Birmingham Library- ABE 
Demon stration Center. The aid of the regional librar ians will be 
enlisted in identifying libraries which might desire to expand their 
services to disadvant aged adults . 
5 . September 12-13 , 1973- - the Chocataw County Libra ry will be 
engaged in a two-day planning session . This library serves Indians , 
migrants, an d Cajuns, as well a s an impoverished rural blaa::k 
popul at ion . As stated in the AAEC proposal, Ann Gwin and a member 
o f the AAEC staff wi ll help the local library staff review the local 
demographic profile, and the resources of the library in terms of 
t ime , st aff, and money, and also help the local library staff come 
to s ome conc lusion s about what they desire to do in terms of 
expanding their services to disadvantaged adults . Those people 
on t he staff who will have the responsibility for these expanded 
s er vices will be surveyed, using AAEC instruments , to determine 
their present level of knowledge. Individual training sequences will 
be prescr ibed for each of these staff members, using sequences 
developed and/or located by the AAEC . A training sequence could 
include print, non-print, a consultant's service at the Choctaw 
Library , or time at the Birmingham Model Center working with the 
pro ject sta ff there. The training sequences are expected to take 
about three months with technical assistance from the Birmingha1,11 
Center th ereafter if needed. In return for no - cost on-site training 
serv ices , the local library will be asked to assist in the data collection 
necessary for the AAEC' s and the Alabama Center's accountability. 
• Alice Stephens, field worker for the Alabama Public Library Commission, 
will guide in the development of the Chocataw t raining. 
6 . Nine other libraries will be served in this fashion on a staggered 
time table with the last library(s) starting in March or April. 
7. If time, energy , and project funds permit, a regional workshop 
involving the Birmingham project director and the local library staff 
will be held following completion of the training for each library. 
In other words, the newly trained library staff may act as a resource 
and demonstration to its neighboring libraries. This is why an 
attempt will be made t o maintain a geographic spread in the ten 
libraries involved in the initial training. 
Addendum 
ALABAMA STATE TRAINING DESIGN 
(FIRST DRAFT) 
The following people met at Alabama Public Library Service in 
Mont gomery , Alabama, on May 18, 1973, to plan a series of state-




Mrs. Alice Stephens 
Ross McQueen 
Norman Parker 
C .J . Bailey 
Sam Houston 




Dean of Graduate School 
Library Services Division 
APLS Field Representative 
ABE Area Supervisor 
State ABE Supervisor 
AAEC Training Specialist 
ABE Area Supervisor 
Assistant Director of APLS 
Extension Librarian, Birmingham Puhl ic 
Library 
Library-ABE Project Director 
The following suggestions were made by the committee: 
(1) to design possible sites for workshops 
(2) to include the University of Alabama in the 1973-74 project 
(3) to plan a one day awareness meeting 
(4) to set dates for beginning the schedule of workshops 
The following are the tentative plans agreed upon by the committee: 
Nine libraries will be in v'ited to a prelimirary orientation session in early 
September, 1973, hosted by the Library Services Graduate Division. 
Selections were made on the bases of geographic location, facilities, 
and resources. The libraries in the following areas will be invited: 
Tuscaloosa, Mobile, Florence, Dothan, Thomas ville, Montgomery, 
Guntersville, Talledega Technical Institute. 
Interest shown on the part of libraries attending will determine the 
sites of workshops for the 1973-7 4 year. Should there be any gaps in 
the schedule, other libraries will have an opportunity to participate 
A mini -co nvention is planned for August, 1973, which will include 
the Jeffer so n County librarians and librarians from surrounding counties. 
It will be h el d at Binningham Public Library. Tentative plans are: 
(1) orient ation and awareness for librar ians 
(2) Mrs. Beamguard a nd Mrs. Mugnier t o speak on outreach 
servic es to the disadvantaged 
(3) slide-presentations on the ABE-Library project 
(4) actual demonstration in form of ABE class participating in a 
cooperative libra ry program . 
Plans will be finalized in the coming months and further plans for 
workshops outlined at the preliminary meeting. 
• 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
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WORK STATEMENT FOR DEMONSTRATION 
LIBRARY - ABE MODEL CENTER 
A Project To Establish Model Center to 
Interrelate Library and Basic Education 
Services for Adul ts Preparing for High 
School Equivalency and Jobs in Cooperation 
with School Districts in Hamilton County, 
Including Cincinnati Schools, Princeton 
Schools and Other School Districts with 
Adult Basic Education Services. 
U.S . Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Demonstration 
Ohio Project 
James Hunt, Head Librarian 
Harold Ogg, Project Director 
July 30, 1973 
INTRODUCTION 
The overall goal of the project is to develop independent 
infonnation - seeking behavior and a library habi t in disadvantaged 
adult s. The demonstration project will develop criteria and techniques 
for integr ating, expanding, ahd increasing the working relationship 
of a large public library sys tem and the adult basic education services 
for disadvantaged adults of a metropolitan c ounty. One c oncrete 
effort to be made will interrelate and integrate the services of these 
two educational sys tems and utilize to tal media through model units 
located in Cincinnati but servicing all areas of Hamilton county, 
demonstrating to public library and ABE personnel, decision-makers 
and staffs that a total integrated media delivery sys tem of cooperative 
effor t to undereducated, disadvantaged adults is possible, feasible , 
and useful. Overall objectives, activities, and documentation 
are outlined to be used in a mutually beneficial, cooperative program 
to enrich and assist an estimated 500-600 urban disadvantaged adults 
of the total 924,018 residents of Hamilton County. 
It is assumed that: 
1 - Intense and sustained cooperation between public and adul t 
basic education age ncies i s feasible and will be mutually 
enriching to the staff members of these two distinct and 
unique educational agencies, each having their separate and 
distinct mission, goals, philosophy, and methodology. 
2 - Such a program will lead to a more meaningful, effective 
and efficient utilization of facilities, human resources, 
materials, and funds available to both a large public 
library and adult basic education agencies of a large 
metropolitan area. 
Definitions: 
The Public Library is defined as a free generAl information 
delivery agency; ABE is defined as the free education of adults through 
which they obtain the academic skills to pass an eighth grade equivalency 
examination; to pass a high school equivalency examination, and to 
use basic skills effectively in various life situations. 
The configuration of the working relationship between the public 
library and basic education services for disadvantaged adults in a metro-
politan urban environment is being defined. 
Specific action steps for the interrelating and integrating of 
library and basic education services in providing a total spectrum 
of such services to disadvantaged adults are reported here together 
with tentative day-to-day working relationships of this interrelating 
and integrating procesi. 
It is hoped that a manual can be developed for disseminating 
the findings of the day-to-day process as well as a proto-type 
handbook which will detail approaches to the maintenance and 
continuation of such a process. 
The project will serve all c01TU11unities of the total area served 
by the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County having disadvantaged 
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adult population. This county is located in southwest Ohio and has a 
total population of 924,018. The county covers 402 square miles, of 
which 76 are in Cincinnati city limits. Approximately 5000 disadvantaged 
adult students are enrolled within the city alone. All public library 
agencies and all adult education basic skill program agencies of the 
various school districts in the county will participate in providing 
input to the development of the cooperating integrated pr ograms as the 
project is implemented. Various meeting have been held to prepare the 
project objectives. The following people met and/or discussed on 
different occasions the Library ABE Project for Cincinnati and Hamilton 
County . 
Jacob S. Epstein, Deputy Librarian 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
James V. Gillen, Instructional Consultant 
Cincinnati Schools 
James R. Hunt, Director 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Miss Elizabeth Lewis, Assistant Librarian, in charge 
of Extension Services 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Miss Eunice Lovejoy, Consultant 
State Library of Ohio 
Walter Lund, Coordinator, Continuing Education 
Cincinnati Schools 
Harold Ogg, Project Director 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Mrs. Margaret Sanger, Head, Readers Bureau 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Robert Stonestreet, Clerk-Treasurer/Business Manager 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Bill Mason, WCET TV 
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In addition, the project was discussed with various bnanch 
librarians in whose cormnunity disadvantaged adults reside. 
Ohio Project 
The planning meeting f or the Ohio Project was held July 24, 1973, 
at The Cincinnati Public Library. The following people assisted in 
the planning: 
Joseph Schubert, State Librarian 
Eunice Lovejoy, State Coordinator of Special Library Programs 
Walter Lund, Cincinnati Director of Adult Education 
James Miller, State Director of Adult Education 
Ann Hayes, AAEC representative 
Robert Stonestreet, Business Manager of Cincinnati Public Library 
James Hunt, Cincinnati Head Librarian 
Harold Ogg, Project Director 
Margaret Sanger, Cincinnati Director of Readers Services 
Ruth Morris, Project Secretary 
Lafrances Bush, Project Sta ff Member 
Elizabeth Lewis, Assistant Library Director for Extension Services 
Objective 1: To develop two in-library adult learning centers as 
demonstrations to other branch library and ABE staffs. 
Activities: 
1. The Cincinnati Public Schools will provide furniture, 
materials, and staff for adult learning centers in the 
audi toriums of two branch libraries : 
a. Cumminsville, which mainly serves Appalachian in-migrants . 
b. Avondale, which mainly serves a disadvantaged black area. 
2. ABE staffs will provide instruction in skills development; 
library staffs will provide coping skills information and 
reference. 
Documentation: 
1. A narrative of the development of the Library-ABE 
learning centers, including any kind of prob lems 
that arise and how they are solved. 
2. A record of visitors t o the demonstration. 
Objec tive 2· To asses s The Cincinnati Public Lib r ary collection 
in terms of coping skills. 
Activities: 
1. At least three to five print and/or nonprint pieces will 
be located in each of the coping skills subcategories 
appropriate in an urban setting. 
2. To aid in this identification the extensive bibliog raphy 
of the Birmingham assessment will be utilized. 
3. Priorities for the order of coping skills to be assessed 
will be determined from the interviews with library and 
ABE staffs, i .e ., Those areas of greates t demand will be 
searched first. 
4 . Where there appears to be gaps in the library's holdings, 
either in content or in quantity, they will be acquired. 
5 . Missing coping skills areas will also be checked in ABE 
holdings, to prevent unnecessary duplicat ion. 
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Documentation: 
1. Predata - results of assessment 
2. List of acquisitions 
3. Sources for acquisitions 
4 . Suggested bibliographies with source and cost 
(and annotation if feasible) 
Objective 3· To publish a monthly newsletter for dissemination to 
library and ABE sta ffs in Hamilton County and to other 
appropriate state agencies, starting in September. 
Activities: 
The newsletter will· 
1. Explain the project 
2. Discuss the details of specific procedures which are 
successful in the Ohio project. 
3. Be produced through the duplication fac ilities of the 
Main ?i.ibrary. 
Documentation· 
1. The newsletters 
2. Tabulations of tear-out evaluations in the December 
and May issues. 
Objective 4: To develop a statewide advisory panel of urban librarians 
and ABE personnel in addition to the local project 
advisory committee. 
Activities: 
1. Three spaced meetings will be held in conjunction with 
the Ohio monthly urban adult education directors' meetings. 








2. The purpose of the meetings will be to trade solutions 
to common problems. 
Documentation : 
1. Narrative description of the meetings . 
2. Suggestions from other cities. 
3. Questions from other cities. 
Objective 5: To develop with ABE pe r sonnel a special access progr am 
to library materials for disadvantaged urban adults, 
students , and family members. 
Activities : 
1. Through an initial workshop with library staffs ABE 
personnel will become fami liar with : 
a. how the library can support their program 
b. meeting individual information needs of their students, 
thereby utilizing their new skills 
c . the necessity of developing a library habit in their 
students for post-ABE problem-solving and maintenance of 
newly acquired skills. 
d . the nature of libraries 
The meeting may be held at the Stowe Adult Center over a meal. 
ABE personnel will be paid out of local in-service funds ; 
library personnel will receive time off to compensate . 
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2. Project staff will meet with each of the forty to 
fifty ABE staff members at his/her ABE program site. 
The following activities will be undertaken at these 
meetings: 
a. Each ABE staff member will be interviewed for 
about fifteen minutes to ascertain what materials 
they feel they need for: 
1) referral 
2) individual students' use 
b. They will be given: 
1) application forms for borrowers cards for the 
adult students and their families and 
2) the procedures for getting the applications 
to the library and the borrowers cards to the 
to the new patrons(adult learners). 
c. They will be given blank readers profiles with an 
explanation about: 
1) how to fill them out 
2) how to get them to the project staff 
3) how to keep them current 
d. They will be given materials request forms and (a) 
telephone number(s) for making requests. 
e. Procedures will be explained for receiving and 
returning materials. These procedures will include: 
1) Delivery of collection and groups of requested 
materials to the larger ABE centers such as 
Stowe and McMillan. 
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2) Mailing of materials to individuals and small programs. 
f. The project staff will explore with the ABE staff 
members how library assignments can become important 
in t he ABE curriculum. 
3. After a month or so, follow-up will be done with t hose 
ABE staff members who have not responded through the 
utilization of library services. 
4. Right after the Christmas holidays, a second workshop 
for ABE and library personnel will be held at the 
Main Library. Th is meeting would: 
a. provide feedback to the project staff for: 
1) adjustment of services 
2) the interim report 
b. provide an explanation and/or introduction to 
ABE staff members of the services available at the 
Main Library . The occupational or job information 
services will be stressed. 
5. In the spring, hopefully, a third workshop will be held 
to provide 
a. a summing up 
b. direction of coordinated services in the coming 
non-demonstration year. 
6. Procedures will be developed for publiciaing to and 
arranging for visitations of ABE staff to the model 
centers in the branch libraries. 
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Documentation: 
1. Narrative description of the three workshops including: 
a. content 
b. how presented (awarenes,, interest, trial levels) 
c. numbers of ABE and of library personnel attending 
in relationship to numbers invited 
2. Brief logs of ABE site visits. 
3. Compilation of interviews about materials needs 
4 . Compilation of materials requests made by coping skills 
area and/or title where pertinent, including percent 
of ABE staff making such requests. 
a. after initial interview 
b. after follow-up interview 
c. not at all 
5. Number of borrowers cards issued to 
a. ABE students and their families 
b. ABE staff members 
6. Review of problems involved in ABE staff members collecting 
the information needed for the readers' profiles. 
7 . Explanation of the alternative delivery systems for library 
services which were developed (e.g. rotating collections, 
mailing, etc.) 
8. Compilation of suggestions made by ABE staffs for in-
corporation the use of libraries into the ABE curriculum. 
9. Narrative or case studies of observed instances of 
incorporation of library assignments into the AlBE curriculum. 
10. Narrative of response of ABE staff to explanation of 
services available at the Main Library. 
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Objective 6: To recruit disadvantaged adults into ABE centers in two 
public branch libraries. 
Activities: 
1. Paid, trained recruiters from public school adult education 
will be the initial recruiters for the Library-ABE centers. 
i. Meanwhile, if necessary, volunteer recruiters will be 
identified and trained (through ABE staff development). 
Huntsville, Alabama, traiiing procedures fo r volunteer 
recruiters and recruiters' fonns and duties will be considered. 
3. If volunteer recruiters do prove necessary, one project 
member will spend a part of his/her time coordinating 
the, volunteers. 
4. Volunteers may go on to assuming other duties beyond recruiting. 
Documentation: 
1. Numbers of potential ABE c lients 
a. contacted for recruitment 
b. actually enrolled 
c. retained in the ABE program 
2. By 
a. paid trained ABE - related recruiters (number used\ 
b. tfained volunteers (number used) 
3. Description of training procedures used if volunteers 
are utilized 
4. Description of recruiting techniques e.g. agencies, door-to-door, 
media, etc. 
S. Description of other volunteer services, if any. 
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Objective 7: To develop with public library personnel outreach services 
to disadvantaged urban adults, students, and family members. 
Activities: 
1. Through a workshop with ABE personnel approximately seventy 
library staff members who offer services to disadvantaged 
adults will become familiar with: 
a. how ABE can support their programs 
b. the nature of adult education, adult education 
students, and the GED 
c. individual informations needs or problems of 
disadvantaged adults that can be met by library services 
The library staff will tour the Stowe Adult Education Center, 
Comment: Two resources were pointed out in the planning meeting 
as being of interest to librarians: 
a. the selected bibliography of high school equivalency 
preparation materials which was developed by the State 
Library in conjunction with the State Department of 
Education. 
b. The fact that adults preparing for the GED on their own 
using library materials can be tested on all or 
part of the Iowa Test of Educational Development 
(ITED) through the public school adult education 
program wi thout cost to ascertain whether they are 
ready to take the GED. 
2. The project staff will attend Main and branch library staff 
meetings to follow up on the initial workshop. 
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Branch ~nd some Main) library staff members will be interviewed 
to ascertain what materials they feel they need for: 
a. referral 
b. individual patron's use 
3. Individual library and ABE staff members wil l be informed 
of each other ' s neighborhood (if they exist) or nearest 
counterpart. They will be urged to make informal contact with 
each other. Half of each group will be asked to contact 
the other, i.e . , half of the library staff members will 
contact their ABE counterpart; and half of the ABE staff 
will countact their library counterpart. 
4 . Right after the Christmas holtdays a second workshop for 
library and ABE personnel will be held. This meeting would: 
a. provide feedback to the project staff for: 
1) the adjustment of services 
2) the interim report 
5. In the spring, hopefully, a third workshop will be held 
to provide: 
a. a summing up 
b. direction of coordinated ser vices in the coming 
non-demonstration year. 
6. Procedures will be developed for publicizing and arranging 
for visitations of library staff members to the model 
centers in the branch libraries. 
Documentation: 
1 . Brief logs of Main and branch library meetings attended 
by project staff as they pertain to this project. 
2. Compilation of interviews about materials needs. 
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3. Narrative of response of library staff to tour of Stowe 
Adult Education Center. 
4. Library and ABE staff members will be requested to report on: 
a. The approximate number of contacts made with 
his/her neighborhood counterpart 
b. topics discussed 
Objective 8: To introduce ABE students to library services. 
Activities: 
1 . Applications for borrower's cards will be available 
through ABE teachers for adult students and theit 
family members. Application for a public library card 
could become automatic at the time of enrollment in ABE. 
2. An 'IV presentation which considers libraries as a resource 
in every-day problem-solving will be developed in conjunction 
with William Mason, director of urpan affairs of WCET-'IV 
and a member of ~he project advisory board. All communication 
media reaching the communities in which the potential 
disadvantaged urban adult user render will be utilized. 
3. A slide-tape presentation will be developed also viewing the 
library as a vehicle in problem-solving. The audience (s) 
will be ABE programs (staff and students), branch libraries 
(staff and patrons), and other comnmnity groups. A 
system for presentation whibh involves informal discussion 
about roles for the library in people's lives before 
and after the showing. 
-14-
4. Readers' profiles will be developed for as aamy as possible 
of the approximately 5000 adult students in the Cincinnati 
system. The ABE teachers will be asked to complete a 
reader's profile on each of their students, showing 
name and address ABE center, approximate age, level, 
and i nterests. Interest may be added as each student 
is contacted by a member of the project of library staff. 
When the student obtains a library card, his card number 
will be entered on his reader's profile card. Any changes 
inexpressed interest will be communicated to the director 
of the project, together with any other information whtch 
would enable service to each student to be further 
individualized. The question from the ABE teacher 
might be phrased something like,"Could you tell me 
what you like or would like to do with your spare 
time or about something that interests you? We would 
like to provide you with some public library materials 
on a topic that interests you." 
5 . Print and nonprint materials will be delivered, mailed 
or otherwise provided to ABE students in response to: 
a. readers' profiles 
b. direct requests 
6. Field trips to local branch libraires and to the Main 
Library will be arranged. Transportation will be 
provided as necessary. 
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7. Special displays will be developed at the two Library-ABE 
motlel centers and peeeibly at some of the other ABE centers 
which enroll large numbers of students. (Th is ac tivity 
should not be allowed to become time consuming.) 
8. Information about community agency referral services will be 
provided. 
a. The Cincinnati Public Library maintains a policy of 
answering questions by telephone, unlike many libraries. 
b. At least three community referral agencies exist 
in Cincinnati: 
1) community chest 
2) C A R E 
3) federal information center 
In addition, Margaret Sanger of the Cincinnati Public 
Library's Reader's Bureau is designing a supplement to 
the Community Chest referral guide. 
A one-page broadside will be developed by ABE students 
and staff and library staffs (if they are not already 
aware of these service s) which will list the phone numbers 
and addresses of these services and approximately what 
kinds of information they provide. 
9. "Human problem talks" or modified book talks, will be 
provided upon the request of ABE ~taff if groups of 
ABE students seem to have the same coping skills need 
and it is possible t o get them together for such a presentation. 
Documentation· 
1. A log of the problems encountered in developing the 1V 
presentation and a list of the viewing times. 
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2. A log of the problems in developing the slide-tape 
presentation: A list of when and how it was shown and a 
narrative of observed respoaee to it. 
3. A compilation of the interest of ABE students as expressed 
on the readers' profiles. 
4. A use count by coping skills area and/or title for 
materials that are supplied to ABE students and staffs. 
5. Descriptions of field trips, including numbers involved. 
6. Pictures of special displays and a narrative of response. 
If it is f aitly easy to accomplish, circulation figures 
on the materials in the display before and during the 
display might be kept. 
7. The community agency referral services broadside. A log 
of referral requests in the two branch libraries housing 
adult learning centers, with a judgment about the 
usefulness of the broadside in responding to each 
request. A definition of need if further referral 
services are needed. 
8. A description of book talks and the ensuing circulation 
figures on proferred materials. 
9. Case studies of ABE students ehowiQg social and/or economic 
and/or personal impact due to the existence of the 




An advisory counc il will be appointed ypon signing of the contract 
with representatives of the community at large who will act in a review 
and advisory capacity . Preliminary contacts have been made with the 
following persons: 
James V. Gillen, Instructional Consultant, Continuing Education 
Cincinnati Schools 
James R. Hunt, Di rector 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Miss Eunice Lovejoy, Consultant, 
State Library of Ohio 
James Lyday, Director Continuing Education 
Princeton School District 
Walter Lund, Coordinator, Continuing Rduaation 
Cincinnati Schools 
William Mason, Director, Urban Affairs 
WCET-'IV Channel 48, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Mike Maloney, Research and Appalachian Specialist 
City of Cincinnati Human Relations Commission 
Mrs. Margaret Sanger, Head, Readers Bureau 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Robert Stonestreet, Clerk-Treasurer/Business Manager 
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County 
Mrs. Diana Trevino 
Mrs. Rosa Lee Washington , 
Former ABE student and housewif e, 
President St owe Adult Center 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
AN APPAIACHIAN PROJECT INTERREIATING LIBRARIES AND 
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION SERVICES FOR DISADVANTAGED ADULTS 
U. S. Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Leaming Resources 
HEA II b Demonstration 
Northeast Ge'a>rgia Regional Library 
Library - ABE Project 
CJBrkesville, Georgia 
July 16, 1973 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose is to upgrade public library and adult basic education 
(ABE) services for undereducated adults by interrelating those services 
in model centers in Habersham, Rabun, Stephens, and White counties 
as a demonstration to library and ABE decision-makers and staffs. 
Objectives, activities, and documentation will be outlined to be used 
in a mutually beneficial, cooperative program to enrich and assist 
rural, underestimated, adults in these four Northeast Georgia counties. 
Assumptions: 
1. That cooperation can be feasible arld mutually enriching 
between two distinct educational agencies with distinct disciplines 
and methodology but serving the same clientele. 
2. That such cooperation means more effective utilization of 
resources, materials, and funds available to both educational agencies. 
3. That the ultimate benefits will accrue to a distinct clientele, 
the disadvantaged, underachieving rural adult. 
Definitions: 
Library is defined as an information-dispersal agency; ABE is 
defined as the education of adults through which they obtain the 
academic skills to pass an eighth grade equivalency examination; and 
the attitudes needed to use basic skills effectively in life situations. 
Goals: 
1. To develop an independent information-seeking habit in all 
people, including undereducated adults. 
2. To define the contemporary relationship between library and 
basic education services for underestimated adults. 
3. To develop a model for the interrelating of library and basic 
education sevices. 
4. To refine the working model. 
5. To disseminate the model. 
Mr. Phil Burrell 
Mr. Edwin Stowe 
Mr. Russe ll Smith 
Mr. Horace Fitz pa trick 
Mr . Milton Patterson 
Ms . Betty Stansel 
Ms . Elizabeth Cole 
ADVISORY BOARD 
Superintendent of Schools, Rabun County 
Superintendent of Schools, Stephens County 
Superintendent of Schools, Habersham County 
Superintendent of Schools, White County 
Superintendent of Schools, Banks County 
Former ABE Student 
White Co . Adult Ed. Learning Center Aide 
Education Program Consultant 
Division of Public Library Services 
State Department of Education 
Sister Catherine Concannon Teacher, ABE program, Habersham county 
Ms . Margaret Walker 
Ms . Teresa New 
Ms . Janie Fry 
Mr . Lester Wall 
Ms . Nancy Doss 
Students 
Mr . Stan Hefner 
Mr. Hoyt Le Master 
Mr . Anthony Roberts 
Coordinator, ABE 
State Dept. of Education 
Chairman, Northeast Georgia Regional Library 
Bd. of Trustees (White County) 
Northeast Georgia Regional Library Bd. of 
Trustees (Robin County) 
Principal, South Rabun Elementary School 
Tiger, Georgia 
Member, Board of Commissioners, Stephens County 
One from each participating County from 1973-74 
enrollment 
Communications Skills Instructor 
North Georgia Technical & Vocational School 
Clarkesville, Georgia 
Supervisor of Training 
Coats and Clark , Toccoa, Georgia 
Manager, Ames Textile Corp. 
Cleveland, Georgia 
Mr. David E. Terrell 
Ms. Thelma Orr 
Minister, Cornelia Christian Church 
Cornelia , Georgia 
AAEC Regional Board of Directors 
Nicholson, Georgffi 
GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE 
The project will serve the total four-county area served by the 
Northeast Georgia Regional Library. This region, located about 90 
miles north of Atlanta in the Appalachian Mountains , is bordered by 
North Carolina on the north and South Carolina on the east. The area 
covers about 1000 square miles with a population of 57,091. Of those 
25 years old or oldet, 20 percent have less than 8 years of schooling. 
The public libraries and all adult basic skill programs in the four 
counties will be involved as the program expands. 
The following people met for orientation on the Library-ABE Project 
at the Northeast Georgia Regional Library on April IO, 1973: 
Ms. Ann Hayes 
Ms . Inez Paquin 
Chief Investigator, Library-ABE Project, 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky. 
Curriculum Director, White County , Ga. 
Sister Catherine Concannon ABE Teacher, Haber sham County, Ga. 
Ms . Thelma Orr 
Ms. Emily Anthony 
Mr . Edwin Stowe 
Mr . Russell Smith 
Mr. Harry King 
Verdree Lockhart 
Ms. Elizabeth Cole 
Ms. Florence Wikle 
Ms . Muriel Schaap 
Coordinator, Banks Co . Multi-ABE program 
Director, Northeast Georgia Regional Library 
Superintendent of Schools, Stephens Co. 
Superintendent of Schools, Habersham Co. 
Consultant, ABE 
State Dept. of Education 
State department of education 
adult education representative 
Consultant, Division of Public Library 
Services, State Dept. of Education 
Northea st Ga. Regional Library Bd. of Trustees 
Northeast Ga. Regional Library Bd. of Trustees 
PI.ANNING 
A planning meeting was held July lS, 17, and 20, 1973, in 
Clarkesville and Atlanta, Georgia. Those involved were: 
Fra nee s M ilhizer , Project director 
Emily Anthony Regional librarian 
Ann Hayes AAEC representative 
Glen Benfield Project staff 
Brenda Thurmond Project staff 
Raye Os born State library repres entative 
Kathy Dewitt Project staff 
Joann Smith Project staff 
Harry King State department of education 
adult education representative 
Mr . Dillon Director of North Georgia 
Technical and Vocational School 
Stan Hefner Coordinator of Adult learning 
center at North Georgia Tech 
and project advisory board member 
Thelma Orr Adws ory board member and recently 
returned ABE regional supervisor 
Elizabeth Cole State Consultant for public libraries 
Carl ton Tha xton Director of ~ta te library 
Margaret Walker State Director of ABE 
Objective 1: To develop holdings of library multi-media materials 
that will help the ABE student answer questions about 
everyday life situations . 
Activities: 
a. Assess the present library holdings in terms of coping skills. 
b . Use every available source to aid in selection, evaluation, and 
acquis ition of additional materials, including information gained 
from the 1971 - 72 Appalachian Project Studies . 
. 
c. Assess the useable materials at the end of the project year. 
Documentation: 
Preda ta- Listing of present holdings 
Postdata-Sources used and problems in locating and acquiring materials 
Holdings at end of project year 
Comment: 
The guideline of the AAEC definition of coping skills will be used in 
assessing library holdings. It is understood that the library materials 
will be available throughout the region and will be freely circulated 
through all libraries, bookmobiles, etc. to community users. 
Objective 2: Explore ways to offer for sale at cost books (especially 
paperbacks) that ABE students desire to own. 
Activities: 
a. Check into legality from the library's and local dealert>s point of 
view. 
b. Books that ABE students wanted to own would be made available 
for purchase upon requests from students. 
c. If cannot be done through the library, explore ABE teachers doing 
with library help. 
Documentation: 
Listing of books purchased by students. 
Comment: 
The State Librarian indicates the regional library can engage in this 
activity as a demonstration. 
Objective 3: To develop and disseminate a selected bibliography of 
materials for adults in coping skills areas. 
Activities; 
Holdings will be listed with complete bibliographic information, including 
cost and source of material. 
Documentation: 
a . The bibliography. 
b. A log of time spent and problems encountered in compiling such a 
bibliography. 
c. Try to develop student feedback systems. 
Objective 4: To provide library cards for ABE teachers, ABE students, 
and their family members. 
Activities: 
ABE teachers and students will be requested to apply for library cards 
for themselves and their family members through their ABE classes at 
the Learning Centers, where cards will be made available to them. 
Documentation: 
A record will be kept of all cards issued to ABE students within the 
special number series. 
Objective 5: To provide library and bookmobile service to all ABE students. 
Acti vi ties: 
a. The bookmobile will schedule visits to all classes and learning 
centers . This will include evening and daytime classes. 
b . Bookmobile home stops will be scheduled for students involved 
in a home study program. 
c. Multimedia programs, such as slide-tape programs, book-talks, 
films, and appropriate print displays, will be a part of the book-
mobile visits to the classes and learning centers. 
d. Attempt a change of hours to evenings and/or weekends in branches. 
Documentation: 
a. Predata-bookmobile routes and hours, 1972-73 
Postdata-bookmobile routes and hours, 19 73-7 4 
b. Predata-circulation figures, 1972-73 
Postdata -circulation figures, 19 73-7 4 
Comment: 
The Director and Public Library Consultant of the State Library have 
agreed to cover the additional salary needed for the evening bookmobile 
driver. 
Objective 6: To continuously undereduca ted adults to ABE and to public 
library services through volunteers and Project Staff. 
Acti vi ties: 
a. Locate volunteers and sources of referral interested in recruitment 
project - such as: Industry, Civic Organizations , Family & 
Children's Services, Head Start Program, churches, Farm extension 
services, mental health. 
b. Train proJectand volunteers and ABE-related recruiters. 
c. Make home visits to prospective ABE-library clients. 
d. Use the AAEC multimedia recruitment kit and Georgia recruitment 
materials. 
Documentation: 
a. 1972-73 enrollment figures for the four counties in the region. 
b . Hours spent in recruitment training and problems encountered. 
c. Time spent, contacts ,made and problems encountered in recruitment. 
Number of recruiters used. 
d. 1973-74 enrollment and retention figures. 
Objective 7: To provide library orientation to ABE students to encouragg_ 
libra rY usage . 
Activities: 
a . Arjapt AAEC script and field test a slide-tape presentation intro-
d 1 cing the libraries, bookmobile and staff members in the region . 
Emphas is on the fact that these facilities belong to every person 
in the community, with a friendly, capable staff eager to be of 
service . Show as simply as feasible how library is set up, and 
what kinds of services and information are available. Issue an 
invitation for a personal visit. Emphasis will also be given to 
method of presentation. The field test will include alternative 
methods of presentation and systems for feedback . 
b. Arrange field trips to visit centra 1 or branch libraries. School 
superintendents will be approached for the loan of school buses 
and drivers . 
c. Plan library displays aimed at interests of students for eabh visit 
to library. 
d. Field test the AAEC Library Orientation Kit. 
Documentation: 
a . A narrative of record of eabh slide-tape presentation , including 
number of students , response, questions, etc. 
b . Log of field trips, participants, activities , and reactions, including 
descriptions of displays, object ives, materials used, and response. 
c. Circulation figures at times of field trips . 
d. Narrative of what is included in slide - tape presentation, time spent 
on it, problems encountered . 
e. Circulation figures of books from special displays. 
Objective 8: To acquaint ABE staff with library materia l s and services 
and library staff with ABE needs . 
Activities: 
a . ABE teachers and staff will be interviewed to ascertain what 
materials they fee 1 they need for: 
1 . Referral to community agencies; 
2 . Instruction 
3 . Individual studentts use. 
b . A joint meeting-workshop will be held at the Headquarters library 
for library staff, project staff, and ABE personnel . The following 
matters will be considered: 
1 . The background of the project, especially the advantages to the 
ABE teacher and students, and the concept of coping skills. 
,. 
2. Indepth discussion of available and planned multimedia library 
materials, with time for suggestions and requests from ABE 
personnel, questions about needs, use of materials, and other 
problems. 
3. Procedure to be used by ABE personnel in requesting materials. 
4. To define ways in which librery/bookmobile materials may be 
included in ABE curriculum; activities which would involve 
students in library assignments, how library and project 
staff may assist. This activity will receive the attention of a 
major objective . 
S. Individual or county meeting with ABE Teachers , librarians, 
and project staff will be conducted. 
Documentation: 
a. Number of persons attending workshop. 
b . Evaluation sheet from each person attending. 
c. Request form for materials/ assistance. 
d. Narrative report of workshop (bvera ll). 
e . Narrative report of individual meetings with ABE and library staffs. 
Comment: 
The state ABE director has agreed to explore methods of the states 
providing consultants for in-service training of ABE staff in the four 
counties and of volunteers and ABE-related recruiters. 
Objective 9: To provide community agency referral services as an aid 
to ABE students through the public library and the ABE 
centers . 
Activities: 
a. MEC referral guides and other referral handbooks will be studied, 
to aid in developing a community referral service handbook for this 
region. 
b . The handbooks will be duplicated and delivered personally, with 
an explanation for use, to each ABE center, teacher and library 
staff member, selected community agencies and gathering places 
with reference responsibilities . 
c. Development of advocacy to back up referral. 
d . Experiment in one ABE class with students gathering information for 
handbook. 
Documentation: 
a . Referra 1 forms. 
b . Compilation of referral data. 
c . Time spent in collecting information for handbooks, together with 
any difficulties encountered . 
Objective 10: To identify library materials needs and interests of the 
ABE learner thJough the use of reader's profiles. 
Activities: 
a. The ABE teachers and Project Staff will complete a reader's profile 
on each student, showing name and address, ABE Center, approxi-
mate age, level, and interests. Interests may be added as each 
student is contacted by a member of the project or library staff. 
Any changes in expressed interest will be communicated to the 
director of the project, together with any other information which 
would enable service to each student to be further indiividualized. 
Documentation: 
a . Tabulation of interest areas as found on the profile cards, by age, 
sex , and reading level. 
b . Feedback on the appropriateness of the material ior the students. 
A bookmark, designed to provide this feedback will be placed 
with material for specifiic students. 
Objective 11: To develop alternatives to the traditional handling and 
housing of materials to fit the adult new reader. 
Activities: 
a . Interfiling of adult non-fiction 
b. Alternatives to pamphlet file 
c. Alternatives to traditional shelving 
Documentation: 
Narrative re port 
Objective 12: To develop a professional newsletter for intetested 
persons in the four-county area. 
Activities: 
1. Collect current information regarding library and ABE activities. 




Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Interrelating Libraries and Adult Basic 
Education Services for Disadvantaged Adults 
funded by 
U . S. Office of Educatior: 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Demonstration 
Memphis Public Library and Information Center 
Library-ABE Project 
Memphis, Tennessee 
September 4-6, 1973 
Introduction 
The purpose is to upgrade public library and adult basic educatt0n 
<ABE) services for undereducated adults by coordinating thos e services in 
!v1e:nphis and Shelby County as a demonstration to library and ABE decision-
makers and staffs. 
Assumptions 
(I) That cooperation can be feasib le and mutua lly enriching 
between two distinct educational agencies with d istinct disciplines and 
methodology but serving the same c lientele. 
(2) That such cooperation means more effective utilization of 
resourc es, materials, and funds avai lable to both educational agencies. 
(3) That the ultimate benefits will accrue to a d istinc t clientele, 
the disadvantaged, underachieving adult. 
Definitions 
Library is defined as an information-dispersal agency; ABE is 
defined as the education of adults through which they obtain the academic 
skills to pass an eighth grade equivalency examination and the attitudes 
needed to use basic skills effectively in life situations. High school 
eguivalency is defined either as adult evening high school or GED 
preparation which allot.NS for obtaining a high school diploma or a high 
school equivalency certificate and the attitudes needed to apply acquired 
skills to everyday problems. 
Goals 
(1) To develop an independent information-seeking habLt in a ll 
undereducated adults. 
(2) To define the contemporary relationship between library and 
basic education services for underestimated adults. 
(3) To develop a model for interrelating these library and basic 
education services. 
(4) To refine the working model. 
• 
2 
(5) To dissem mate the model . 
Planning Meeting 
The following people met to plan objectives, activities, and 
documentation for the Memphis project September 4 a nd 5, 1973, at the 













Assistant Director for Public Services 
Memphis Public Library ana Information 
Center 
Assistant Superintendent 
Memphis City Schools 
Director of Extension Services 
Memphis Public Library and 
Informatwn Center 
Associate Director 
Memphis Public Library and 
Information Center 
Supervisor 
Memphis Adult High Schools 
ABE Area Supervisor 
Tennessee State Department of 
Education 
AAEC Representative 
Shelby County Supervisor of ABE 
Shelby State Community College 
Librarian, Memphis Public Library 
and Information Center 
Director of Community Relations 
Memphis Public Library and 
Information Center 
Director of Learning Centers 
Memphis Public Schools 
Director of AAEC Project 
Memphis Public Library and 
Information Center 
Elizabeth Robertson Supervisor of Branch Libraries 
Memphis Public Library and 
Infonnation Center 
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Iola Vaught Assistant Director of AAEC Project 





Director, Memphis Public Library 
and Inforrr.ation Center 
Director of Adult Education 
Memph1s and Shelby County 
Public Schools 
Assistant Superintendent 
Shelby County Board of Education 
At the begrnning of this project the followrng activities were 
already developed which are gennane to the library-ABE demonstration: 
Adult Education 
75 ABE/High School/GED sites (165 classes) 
5 Learning Centers (one in county) 
Home Study 
Consumer Education 
1972-73 3887 ABE Students 
6000 Evening Adult High School 
4 Fulltime Adult Education--Staff 
3 Parttime Adult Education--Staff 
300 Teachers 
2 Buses 
1024 Graduates from evening high school (1973) 
Library 
Adult Tutoring 
Adults and Older Children Taught to Teach to Little Ones 
Consumer Education 
Consumer Protection Association 
Had Requested to House GED Classes and to House Learning Centers 
in Branch Libraries 
300 Library Staff (Equivalent of 250 Fulltime) 
• 
Geograpn tc Scope 
. he or,"' • will attempt to serve all 10, 000 adult studencs in 
.eH y C.:iunty, Tennessee. This county, bordered by the Mississippi 
'1•vr>r and th~ Tennessee border, has approximately 350,000 potential 
\BE/GED ·Ji~m ..,, 0r , bo...t une out of every two aaults. The county 
; .;e ~ about 7o9 :;r;uare miles. 
ObJective 1: To develop ABE classes in branch libranes 
Reason~: 
(a) to provide an easy introduction to libraries to 
undereducated adults 
(b) to solve transportation problems 
4 
(c) to =:iccommocla te adult students who feel uncomfortable 
returning to public schools for c lasses 
Initi,lly, c lasses will be formed in the fo llowing l1braries. 
These classes will evolve into mini-labs as enrollment 
pic ks up. A quest10n arose about the appropriate site in 
the library to pla c e eventua l perma nent learning cent e r 
facilities a nd the at least tentative dec is ion was to put 
them in the Hbrnry proper to lend more flex ib ility to the 
use of the aud itoriums. 
(a) Vance Branch Library 
(b) Millington Branch Library 
(c) Arhngton Branch Library 
(d) Frase, Bra n-.h Libra ry 
(e) Central Library 
(f) South Branch Library 
(g) Collierville Branch Library 
(h) Levi Branch Library 
Reco rds: 
(1) Log of problems, alternatives , what is decided 
(2) Attendance statistics 
(3) Comparison of circulation statistics in those branches 
for April 1972, 1973 , 1974. Alsotwoorthreeotherbranches 
will be compared for possible differences in growth rate . 
(4) Students will be requested and helped to keep track of 
the ir own circu lation. 
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Objective 2: To provide materials to adult students 
{l) A partial assessment by coping skills areas of the 
materials held by the Memphis Public Library and Information 
Cente .. will be done . As may be useful, the Birmingham 
list(s) will be used as well as the MEC list which will be 
ready by November l , 19 73. 
(2) The Memphts list, based upon (l) above, will be 
duplicated anrl given to each ABE staff member, branc-h 
libranan, oookmobile librarian, and other appropriate persons . 
(3) Readers ' profiles on interest cards will be develope~ 
for all adult students. The 300 ABE staff members will be 
contacted and the justification (reasons for) and procedures 
will be explained. Standard printed procedures (including 
a brief justification--why do this?) will be developed and 
distributed. The justification should include the need of 
adult students for self-esteem and the overriding importance 
of their learning to apply new skills to everyday problem 
solving. 
(4) At least once, materials will be delivered to each 
student which seem to fit his stated or observed interests. 
The 300 library staff members will be contacted and the 
justification and procedures will be explained. Standard 
printed procedures (including justification) will be 
developed and distributed. 
(5) Adult students will be issued library cards in ABE/HS 
centers. Those few who have delmquent accounts will be 
considered on an individual basis . The project personnel 
will get application forms to the ABE teachers or to Mr. 
Jordan and/or Mrs. Parker to distribute to the teachers. 
The cards will then be mailed in provided self-addressed 
envelopes to the library by the teachers. Cards will be 
returned to the classes with questions for deltnquent 
accounts. The teacher will discuss the problems of delin-
quency with the students and suggest returning books in 
2-3 weeks to prevent fines. The application will need to 
include a place for adult education center and teacher names 
to avoid confusion and to speed the borrowers cards to the 
hands of the adult students. 
(6) Adult students will be uble to check out and return 
materials at their class sites. ABE supervisors have 
offered to pick up books at the centers and return them 
to the library. 
Records: 
(1) Memphis coping ski lls materwls list 
(2) Summary of problems in obtaininq informc:ition fur the 
readers' profiles and a n outline of possible 1lternati\'E:'S to 
the profiles. 
(3) Assessment of coping skills ureas of materials 
checked out by adult students. 
(4) Printed instructions for libranans 
(5) Printed instructions for adult education teachers. 
(6) Number of adult students 
a. receiving borrowers' cards 
b . already owning borrowers' cards 
c . with past delinquent accounts (separate numbers 
for ABE and adult high school) 
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d. with new delinquent accounts during proJec-t year 
(7) Summary of problems in, alternatives for, and solu:ions 
to checking out and returning m,,terials through Jdult 
classes. 
Objective 3: To provide field trips to public library facilities. 
(1) After (a) the demonstration of library services (materia ls 
to adult students) and, (b) exposure to the AAEC "'i our 
Public Library" adult student orientation kit to public 
libraries, at least one field trip will be provided to each 
adult student to his branch library and to the central library 
if possible. 
(2) Adult students will be asked (ond instructed Ln how) to 
make the arrangements for the field trips. 
(3) Transportation will be provtded where necessary. 
(4) The adult students will be escorted to euch subject 
department as part of their tours. 
(5) Methods for preparing adult students for the field trip 
will be tested. 
The first method to be tested will tollow the sequence: 
(a) Three weeks before the visit, adult education teachers 
will elicit one problem area from each adult student 
(b) At least two weeks before the field trip the list o: 
students' names and their problem areas will be pre sent2d 
to the host librarian. 
(c) After the students have had--or while the students are 
having--a tour of the library, the librarian will mentLOn 
individual's problems (whether or not they are there) and 
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show where the materials are. She will discuss how she went 
about finding them. 
(d) How to find out whether a piece of material is checked 
out and how it can be recalled or searched will be discussed 
for mis sing materials. 
(e) Use of (or at least plans for) the central library 
information service will be discussed when students select 
referra l problems. 
Records : 
(1) Number by branch library of: 
(a) field trips 
(b) participants 
(2) Number of students hav ing more than one trip 
(3) Summary of problems of, alternatives for, and solutions 
to problems in preparing for and conducting field tnps 
to public libraries 
(4) Comments on methods for preparing adult students before 
visiting public libraries, including a judgment of the 
value of various methods. 
Objective 4: To provide a multimedia van visit to each adult education 
center for publicity purposes. 
Each visit will be for about an hour. The teacher and students 
will be notified in advance of the visit. 
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Records: 
(1) Schedule of completed vis its 
(2) Cassette recordings of responses of adult students when 
on the van. 
Objective 5: To coordinate the coping skills materials collections of the 
Memphis Public Library and Information Center, the 
Memphis-Shel by County Adult Education Offi ces , the Shelby 
State Community College , and the vocationa l centers. 
Records: 
Narrative of procedures 
ObJective 6: To provide referral services to ABE students 
The Extension Department of the Memphis Public Library 
and Information Center is developing an information cent er 
which will provide community referral services. 
The Library-ABE Project will do a preliminary community 
referral handbook to be put into the hands of adult education 
teachers and of librarians. This handbook will supplement 
the Memphis Health and Welfare Planning Council Handbook . 
While the latter group plans a new directory this fall, the 
publication date is too uncertain to rely upon for this project. 
Records: 
(1) The supplementary directory 
(2) Informal responses to the directory 
Objective 7: To provide publicity for libraries and for adult education 
(1) TV and radio talk shows 
(2) TV and radio spots 
(3) Posters in libraries advertising adult education 
(4) Posters in adult education centers advertising libraries 
(5) Vocational mobile van 




Narrative and/or listing of publicity methods with judgments 
about the effectiveness of various methods. 
Objective 8: To provide in-s ervice training to adult education .:ind li l,rar,· 
staffs. 
Records : 
Summary o f various kinds, content, .:rnd methodolv'.JY 0 f 
in-service training . 
Comment: This could be the most important obJL~ctive tf 
adult education teachers begin to teach and prov td e for 
application as well as development of skills and 1 f 
librarians develop viable outreach services utilizing 
coping skills materials . 
Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
A Proposal for the Continuation 
Of A Model Center to Demonstrate 
The Interrelating of Library and Basic Education Services 
for Disadvantaged Adults 
funded by 
U.S. Office of Educat ion 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Demonstration 
Floyd County Board of Education 
ABE-Public Library Project 
Roland Jones, Project Director 





The -pnrpnse is t0 continue to upfTRrlA publjr, library 2nd 
adult ba::; i_r, Pducation ( ARR) SArv1ces for undE'!rf•duc-ated Adu1 ts by 
int~rrelqtinr; those fiervir,ps in R morlcl cPntPr in Floyn County elf; 
~ dPmonf1tr?.ti.nn to national 1 ibrfff'' :-ind ABE df'c-i si on-mRker:. ;1nd 
staffs. T~e objectives are: (J) tn dE'!fi.ne the contempor,ry 
relationship between library and basic educatior services for 
dis:1dvantar,ed adults; (2) to develop a model for the i.nterreh1ting 
o: library and basic education services; (3) to refine thC' working 
~od~l; (4) to disseminate the model. Library is defined as nn 
information-di ~persal agency. ABE is defined ;:is the educr1 r i. ,...,n of 
adults through which t.hey obtain (1) the acad2rr.ic skills t o p:1~s 
an eighth p;r<1ci.e equival.ency examinnt.ion, and ul timRtf~ly t.o pass a 
hjgh schooJ equivalE'!ncv examination, and (2) the copin~ sk, 1 ls 
for economi.c and soc i.a1 survi vnl and unr;raci.inr. 
The foal is to <lP.velop a1ternR-tive mRnriq;Pment systems 1nc0rpora-
ting presentlv exis+in~ exernn]Rry pr~ctices and mAteriAl~, wi ~~ R 
di vision of rP.sponsi hi 1 it iec: °rl•"'h'"'"'n thE' tvrn sP.rvi.c-~ a,?;P.nc- it"'~, for 
the p11rp0r.P. of' offeri n{; one ro•mri eri educ~ti.onR] nr0.r;ram thl·o11--;h 
which nnd erP.dncated c1_ct.11l.tr, c-onld n:>vP-1011 ( 1 ) c1 hi i::"h lf'VP l 0 r ,r. -~rlPT'li c-
nnd conin•r ~1<i1ls rp1ir-lrly, end(?.) rt familinr ~VPTT\lf' for cn·1 ... i>1·1in.cr 
':"rlus,"ltio.., ;1-t thP errl of' iriRtr,~c-.tinn. T~ck nf c0nrr.it1;=11i.on n 1' t.l1,' 
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ADVISORY BOARD 
Anna Sue Stnmh0 -- MP.rnrer of Floyd County T. i t•r:-i r· r Bo·1r<i 
Bettv ,Tohl'J.c;on - Student at PrPi=;ton"h11r,o: Comm•mi ty C:oJ 1C'CTf' 
H.F.. P~nnj""!rrton - Minister of r.0rnm11nity MPihorlist r.r111r/"'l1 
r.harJ 0 s C:lark - Superintendent - Floyd Coun-~v n02ird of ~dl1 .::r1t ion 
GROGRAPHTC S~OPR 
Thi.s u ro.-i0c t :is '? demonstration :=m<l trn:in i.nrr ":)ro ,ic>c-t. 
A~ n ~Pmn~~+rP~~nn ~~0 ~cone of thP m0~~l center will cov~~ 
Flr,vt:l r.ount:,r ?rd tr::i~ ""Ii.no- wi 11 covP.r rlE'::-Ji.{"n::\tr>ct arr>as throu,ho•Jt 
¥.ent11cky. 
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,Jul~' 3, 1 q7"3, thP. fol lowi.nr, peonJ.':' met. to f i nc11 i 7..P i:hf" 
con ti n 1Jatton of the ABS Public Li. br;:irv Prni"'ct i. n P1oycl Co1.mty : 
r: . J . R0 i ] ey 
CrnrlP~ F . C]nr~ 
Al i. c-~ H,,.,1;vwort.11 
Ann;:i 1 r1ch i.nn l\du1 t Frluc:nt ion !"r>r1t0r 
MorehP.8d (Kent1.1c:kv) StatP Uni vrrc-; ·t-:-· 
A A sr, Mo"1 i. tor for Fl 0y~ C' ow1 tv ~,,,.,tr r 
Snn Prirtnnoent, F'Jovd rounty .'~c l1ools 
Prestnnsb1lrp; , l<e"1t11rl<" 
T,i.brn"i Rn , -r.7 ovrl l~ount.v Li l"'""•r\, 
Prnsto,.., c;bnrr: , K<>·1 t-iv:h, 
Ho"'ler L . if::>1] ~ i.hr-iri;:m , Ea ~tPr l"\ K"'r~tuc-ky .~ •':Tw•1;i 1 l i ,,- "' -'' 
Ar:.n P. H;:iyes 
P.oJ.anr .Tn"l~!'i 
,Jn:1''?.S S::31 i. :=;h;1;''' 
A:-in:-i SuP. Sturnbn 
D·-eston~burfT , !<P!"lt, 1c:lry 
J\T)nnl ncr i ,'1.:1 Ac1.1 1l t 1·' --lurat: ion 1 •0,, - .-.. ,. 
JVlorphe::irl (l<ent nr.k"' S '-.;-1 tf lh ; , -r.,.· :-:: 1-:- ·· 
Cbi_p.r r"'l\T("St i.P-,"ltor nf AAl•:c: '\_:•:·_ ; . ;-~-r·•· 
Pr o1r.rt: !)irrc:tor . 1\BF-Libr,-,. ;--,,.,_.;,-..,- , 
Pr':' r; t (V1 ~ l:111 rp;, i-Z<>n t llC' k v 
Diri:-c-t-0~•, r.'1<\Vll. l'. (,,mty Al-W j'rl1~~r.""'r.1 
i.'1nvrl r.nunt.y Sch001 r; 
Pr -=?s+.0ns'bnrc· , V7nt1irJ;;y 
1'r€'::i s,.1.,...rr . r.'l.o~rrl C"'o1mty Li l'r"1rv ],o.1rd 
PrP c;to>'lshur(T, Kt'·1t1 irkv 
-,r,..., -; ".' ... -. - ~ 
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OBJEC'T'IVE 1: TO PROVIDE BOOKMOBILE SERVICES TO EIGHT ABE CFNTFRS 
AND/OR COJVIMUNITIES 
Activiti.es: 
a. New ABF. and cornmuni.ty patrons wil J be reqw~sted 
to apnly for Jihrarv horrowers ' cr1rds for them-
selves from the bookmobile. Former users And 
cnrd holders wiJ 1 contim1P. usi.np; their pn~sf'nt 
cards. The cred i t-cRrd-1 ike horrowers' C"'ll'l.J s 
will be iss11ed in npec inl 100' s sc=>r i ('~ l(n0·,v:1 to 
b. Other actj v ities R~e listed in otber obj~~rive 
and/or will bP. ~Pcided nfter interviews w~Th AB· 
,rnd communi. ty pRtrons. The bookm0bi.l€' w · :-... : 1'0 
2bout every tw0 w0r:>k~. 
Docurnent8tion: 
a. Pred2ta: a rnini.-jnterview with p2trons usin~ 
bookmobile hy hookrnobile li'bra.,...1qn . 1'hP quest:Lon~ 
are as follows : 
1. Have you been using the library or lv).,i,m0t-i.::.f>~ 
2 . Jf so, wh8t for? 
3 Tf not, why not? 
h. no your ch.i l<irrn or rn,:,mberf; of farni ly 11 se c\!1~' 
li.hrariPs? 
5. Whr1.t nrE> your intereFts? 
CommP.nts: 
Other predata will include: 
1 ~Tu] y 197'3, bookmobile routes and hours arid 
central library hours. 
2 . 1.972-73 circulation figures for bookmobi l_e 
and central lihrary. 
b. On-going data: 
1 . Tn what centers does the bookmobile ~o nnd 
for how lone;? 
2 Wr.c1t are the totals in di. f(~r,"3nt int.PrPst. 
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areas o f the mAt.eri. a l s checked out of th(' 
bookmobile during its ARF and r,ommunity vi~its. 
Bnokmobile and Jihr:-:ir y staff wi.11 t:=>h11lAte 
inte rest arean from .forrr. developc-d hv l"'ro.7ec·-t-
st,3ff . 
3. What are thP 1977>-7l~ circ-.ulRtion fi t!Ur f>s for 
thP hookmobi]" Rnd for centrAl librarv wt th a 
hre2.k-011t. for P.RF. Rnd communi. tv pRtrnns and 
t.h P.ir fRmil ies. 
a. No att~mnt will h~ made to asqes$ i.nteres~ areas 
of r.irc-n lRted rnatf'ri.als by any chqrc1cterist. lc s 0f 
th,., ~DF. and/or r.orrmnn ity patr0n.(i.e . rar(', 
inc-0~ 0 • education or a~e . ) The date will onlv 
c1sser.s i.ntf'rests oof: the uni versP of Flovd L;01mtv 
ARE ,P1d/or corrum.mi. ty pr=1trons RS determined r,, ti. tles 
borrowpn. 
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b. The Kent.ur.ky Dep~rtrnent of Libraries will nrnvide 
2,000 dolJars for Bookmobile Lihrar ian' s salary 
and 500 do11ars for gas and oil to run the book-
mobile at night for the ABE and/ or communitv visits 
OBJECTIVE II: TO DELIVER PRINT AND NON-PRINT MATERIAL TO ABE 
STUDENTS AT'fD STAFF 
Activities : 
rt . Orientation sess ion will be hP.ld at the ljbrary 
for t he ABE teRchors in con,innction with thP 
anm•:Jl beginninP;-of-the-year connty-st'i.te 1\GF. 
staff meeting . The or1enhition session r1.l s0 W' J l 
ThE' -ff")] lowi.n_cr rrmt.ters wi 11 be crms i d er Pel.· 
T i hr::irv Prn.iPc-t wU l bP i 11 ~roclu c-ed t0 .l\"R 1•• st;ifr'. 
c.. AB~ staff wi 11 be urged by ARE Di rpc.tc)r ;:ind 
ABE-Library Pro iect Di rf'ctor tn enc.011 ..... ~•,;8 i h(> 
utllizAtion o-f materi als Rvai labJe from Floyd 
r.ounty Lihr:1ry. 
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d. Activities of the projPct will hP dcsrrfbPd 
includinp; the r.opin~ skills inventory, 
occupatj onal m~terials, mini - interv iews of ABE 
students by Pro;jnct Djrect0r and Bookmobile 
Librarian, ri,arlers' n,...ofilPs, library vir,its , 
r adio pubJicitv campaign, maiJ delivery 
service, and weavin~ library taskg jnto ABF 
cur:ricl'lm. The reviser! curr Pnt referral 
h~nnbonk will bP. mentioned, hut explqinPrl that 
dirertor will provide thosA chanee$ JatP,... with 
Document <'\tion : 
a. A n~rrativc of th~ content of the orientatio~ with 
a careful logetnr o~ those RctivitiPs que~t,i0n~d 
OB.JFCTTVE ITT: TO PROVTDF. COMMUNI'I'Y AGENCY REPFRRAL SFRVTCES AS AN 
AJD 'I'O /\BF. AND/OR (;01-'fT"lUN"T:TY PATRO~S THR0l!Gli THF. 
CENTRAL LIBRARY, BOOKMOBTT F , AND ABF CEMTFRS 
Actjvi ties: --· .. -- --·· -
a. ThP. ctirector ,·rill df'liYPr to r:1ch ABE tP;:-or,r.er , 
hookmobi lA 1 i br::-1ri:m nnn C<"'l'"ltr.1 l Ji hrnrv n cHrrr?tit 
list of chan~RR in hn~rtbook of Floyd Countv 
scrvicP.s. An nxpl:,n'l~-i on of thf' uses of t"le 
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h::\nrl1'ook in counselin~ ABE students, comm11r.ity 
patrons of bookmobile and patrons of centr21 
library. 
b. The county librarian wi.l] att~nd the monthly Floyd 
County interage~cy meetin~s to keep up-to-date 
referral information and to develop a wider 
knowlPdge of avniJc1ble services. It will be 
explained t.o the ABE tenchers i.ncti.vi.ctual1y hy the 
proiect d.i rector t hat they or their stud f>ni ~ 
will 1:-e able to call 1 ibrary rf'f Prence for referrc'\l 
informRtion beyond that provi.de1 by thP lrnndbook . 
-Doc_~m-~_nt_aticm: .Q.n_:-GoJ.!:1.Ki. 
OB,JECTIVF. IV: 
a. The ABE teachers, bookmobile 1 i l:'ra.r1 an ann c01mty 
1.i brari an, wi 11 b? asked to keep rt 1 i st of ref err:-:i.J.R 
so ABE-Library Pro,iect st?ff can tabulate 
effectiveness of obiective. 
h. ThP co1mty 1ibrnri3n wi.11 keep rt hrief rP.co::--d.0f 
the content of th~ i.nterarPncv rneeti.n~~ Rs iL 
pertc1i.ns to a corJmunity referral ::;e~v ir. c>. 
DEVELOP RADIO PUBLICITY 
Activities: 
a. D-41.J.v schedule of bookmobile community i:m-:'l AB'P. 
center visits 
b . Announcements of new books purchased anct new books 
received from K~ntucky Department of Librc1ries 
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c. New book annota t i ons read periodically 
d . Announcements of activities at the Floyd County 
Library 
e. Library hours announced periodically 
f. Announcement of library services available at 
Floyd County LibrRry 
On-Goin.&..:_ Documentation: 
a. Copies of all official announcements kept on 
file for comp i lat i on at end of project YPRr . 
Oou"'FCTIVE V: EXPLORE POSSIBILITY OF AUTOMATIC CAROUSELS TO F0RTRAY 
LIBRARY SERVICES BY V TFWTNG SLJnF-WHFEL 
Activities: 
a. The crtrous~ls Rri? t.o bf' placed in areas wh-,,re 
public tenns to cnn~regate. (Fxample : drug store~, 
beauty parlors, harber shops,) . Activity t0 ~e 
dPve1opad by A.AEC.. 
OBJFCTIVE VT : TO PR0VTDE LTBR.ARY ORTF.NTA'l'10N TO ABE S1'Llf'\r. r1'S ,,,~) 
ENCOUnAGE LIBRARY US/\GF. 
Activi ties: 
a. 
'l'he orientR+.ion wi 11 he th-r'ee-phM:;ed: 
First a sl i.de- tnpP presentntion of th0 lih-nry 
pre::;~ntation vrns completed durin1 last Y",,r' ~ 
projP.ct but not utilized to maxim11m effici ency. 
The slide-tape wi_ll include thP followi.rn~ : 
1. The concept that library facilities are warm, 
friendly places staffed by friendly people and 
that those faciljties belong to every pPrson tn 
the community. 
2 . Some idea of how the library is set up in terms 
of general classifications. 
3 . Examples of the ki.nds of info"'mati.on avai.lable 
through the library . 
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b . The riecond and third phases in library ori.Pntation 
will consist of two trips to the regional library for 
each ABE class 
1. The first visi.t wi.Jl coP~ist of: 
a . an open hm1sA wi.th refreshments 
b. a tour through the li.hrAry showin~ wher e 
different rnateri.als Rre kept 
c. a discussion of a svstPm that th 0 AF~ rli.Pnts 
can use to obtain irforrnation (uh0ne rBl.ls or 
pos t car~~ to countv lj_brarian. 0r a rrques~ 
to the project personnPl on the boo~mobile) 
and kinrls of ljbrarv r0n li.es (dPliverv on 
bookmobile to thP ABE center, mail deliverv, 
or delivery direct to the students' homes). 
2. Befor e the second visi.t each ABE student will be 
asked to frame a q11estion to which he nf'ects an 
answer . 
ThP Flovd County Boar d of Education will provide 
Rchool buses to move the stl~ents from the ABE 
Documenbi.t i. on : 
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centers to the regional li.brRry with the project 
pickine; up the driver's pay and the expense of 
gas. EA.ch visi.t will be about two hours in length 
which will mean nbout a four-hour round trip from 
the farthest centers such as Stumbo . Note: The 
Floyd County nro,iect encompaRses 402 snn:~re milPs. 
0_!l-foing:_ 
3 , A narrative of what is included jn the s li de-tnpe 
presentation Rnd in each library vi.sit ; the numbers 
of stu<ients who come each time ; ?nd thP reacti.ori of 
t he students to thA sli.de-tnne flnd the vi.sits. as 
ascertained throup:h in.formal discussion . 
b . Thr-> r.i.rc11lAtion fjgures for the eveni.nr:~ of the vi.si.1:s . 
c. 1'hP c,uest.i0ns askerl hy the ~tmtents wi 11 r-e re~orried 
on their pr ofile cards ~y int~rest are2. 
03,JF.:CT TVE VT1: TO PROVTDB MAIL DELIVF.RY OF' MA'T'FRT J\LS TN AN.S\{~R TO Rr:~:llPST 
Acttviti.es: 
Where bookmobile or c'l.irect rleliverv of matf'ri.<'lls does 
not seem fensible, materials will hp mn.ilen. to students 
in answPr to rAquests . The s e materinl s can be returned 
by the student duri.nr: the next vi.sit of thP Qookmobi1P to 
his ABS Cf'nter. 
DocumP.n t:::\ ti on: 
n . A record of what is sent out 
h. A nnrr3tive of fer->dback to mail answers to requests 
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OBJECTJVF VTIT: TO DEVELOP AND USE READER'S PROFILES - -- --- ----· . -- ---
ActivitiP.s: -------- - -
a. As the result of the ABE mini-interview question , 
"What do you like to do?" profiles will be developed 
for each of the ABE students on the followinf format . 




MA Tt,TNG ADDRF.SS 
A3E r.FNTER 
CONFTDF.NTtAL ACF. 
DATE l EVEL TI\JTFnSSTS 
·-· - . ---· --- --l-- ----------·' ------·-----------
. I 
Au0 ~n~ level cnn be obtained from ARF folder$ so 
th~ student does not need to be asked. 
The rroftle cards will go to R0l nnrt Jones, Di rector 
and· will be cnnsiri~rPd privilP~Fd jnform~tin~. 
Additional requPsts for inf0rmntion from the trRch~r fnr 
R RtPdent or frnrn thC' fltudc>nt w1 1l tc nott:'d. . Anv 
the te::ti::her. 
DocumPntntion: 
a . The interest areas as found on the profile cards 
wi ll be tabulated by sex, by arre, and by reading 
or ABE level 
O:aJt:CTIVE IX : TO WF.AVE LIBRARY TASKS INTO THF. ABE CURRICULUM 
Activities: 
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a . Each ABE class in Floyd County receives C()T)'t es of t:~e 
loc.ql newspaper each class nin:ht which are customarily 
read for the first fifteen minutes of classti1~1e. To 
supplement this on-F,oing rea l-1 i fe or co~' i ·if. s;c:.11 
ABE activity, back copies of maKazines w:11 be collected 
in the community , sorted, and ci.istribute.i :~:-om the 
bookmobile , to provide background on curr~~t ~ews . 
Examples would be to provide information 0n t~e 
investi.gat ion of Wateq:;ate . 
b. As a part of the ABE-library staff orientation othc>-
library tasks for the ABR cur riculwn will be explo~~ct 
with the teachers which are real enough to d?monstra~~ 
to the student the nlr-tce of the libr::iry in his own 
continuing education . 
Document3tion: 
Project staff on the bookmobile will rpco~ct: 
a. Librnry nssir.;nments reported b:f lhP studl'nts, 
b . An estimatf> of the succ-ess or st-udents in c0•,plPtinr-; 
eac-h reported assi.r,nment, and 
c. ThP. VPrhal reactions of th"' st11dents to that 
assir-nment . 
OBJECTIYF. X: TNTERVTEW STUDENTS WHO HAVE MOVED OUT OF STATE AND HAVE 
RETURNED 
Activities: 
a. Interviews to include the following questions: 
1. What difficulties did you have in moving from 





d . Following appropriate routes? 
e . Finding a job? 
f. Schools? 
R· Churches? 
h ·. Unemployment office? 
i. Credit system - ability to charge at local 
stores? 
a. A narrative recorn of each interview will b~ 
provided at end of project. 
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Appalachian Adult Education Center 
Bureau for Research and Development 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Work Statement 
For Training Public Library Staffs 
In Services to Disadvantaged Adults 
U.S. Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
HEA II b Tra ining 
Kentucky Project 
Floyd County Regiona l Library 
Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Homer Hall, Head Librarian 
Roland Jones , ABE- Library Project Director 
Ju ly, 1973 
The objectives of the Appalachian Adult Education Center (AAEC) 
HE:A II b Training proposal will be met in Kentucky through the following 
chronology . 
1. May 15, 1973: a joint meeting of MEG and Kentucky State 
Library and University of Kentucky College of Library Science staff was 
held and the first d raft of the Kentucky training design was developed 
(See addendum) . 
2 . May 24, 197 3: MEG staff will explain available training in 
library services to disadvant aged adults offered through the MEG library 
training pr:>ject to regional librarians a t a State Regiona l Workshop to be 
he ld in Frankfort, Kentucky. 
3. June, 19 7 3: In the month of June promotiona 1 letters explaining 
training services ava ilable to public library staff will be sent to regional 
librarians. Information on training will be sent to interested local 
librarians by regiona l librarians. (See enclosed letter). Training will 
be offered on a firs t come , first served basis by reg ion. 
4. July 24 , 1973: MEG staff and Floyd County Library project 
staff will meet with the Owensboro Public Library staff to further explain 
available training. Other Awareness presentations in Kenton County and 
in Brandenburg, Kentucky, will be held on August 29th and October 19, 
1973, respectively. 
5 . July 30 , 19 73 : regional and local librarians indicating interest 
in training will be sent a Le tter of Agreement (see attached) to be signed 
by the head librarian and chairman of the library board . Signing this 
agreement finalizes the libra ry 's commitment to training in public library 
services to disadvantaged adults . 
6 . Ten two-duy planning sessions , to set up individualized 
training objectives will be scheduled on a staggered basis with 
libraries having signed Letters of Agreement. 
7 . Individua lized t ra ining based on objectives will be designed 
for participating public library staffs. Individualized training will be done 




Kentucky Library Training Project 
Sponsored by Appalachian Adult Education Center 




The Appalachian Adult Education Center and Kentucky Library Project 
personnel propose to do the following: 
Plan and develop a state-wide library training design for t raining 
of Kentucky librarians in alternative library services to disadvantage 
adults. 
The library services are to focus on the deprived segment of our 
society. It is felt that the lives of these individuals will be enriched 
educationally , socially, culturally and spiritually by their l ocal librarians 
having had this training. 
All state librarians are to be briefed through a multi-media aware-
ness package, also, Regional Library Directors are to contact, discuss, 
and encourage local public librarians to participate . Action will be 
taken based on local librarians response. 
Criteria for selection and development of training sites is being 
developed to ascertain what target areas of impact have priority. 
The AAEC Training Project directors are to arrange planning sessions 
for local librarians, to be followed by continuous on- going technical 
assistance . 
Provide awareness level activities to involve ABE Supervisors and 
ABE Teachers. 
Tentative plans to coordinate the library training project with the 
University Training Program through the cooperative efforts of state, uni-
versity , regional and local librarians . 
Tne Project staff consists of Project Director, Part-time certified 
and trained librarian, and part-time secretary. 
After training sites have been designated, by us ing selection critera 
of interest , impact, etc., staff shall help develop pertinent objectives for 
each library. These shall be based on local needs, local constraints and 
budgets. 
Tne staff shall develop a PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Techniqu~s) 
chart for each local library training site including information on activities 
and time sequence of those activities. 
It is felt by staff that certain steps and procedures have to be in 
correct sequence to aid in accomplishing our goal--good library training . 
We shall adhere to the training sequence listed below: 
1. Planning Techniques 
2 . Assessment of Community Needs, Community Resources , and Library 
Resources . 
3. Services--Known Alternatives in Library and Outr each Delivery 
Systems for Public Library Services to Disadvantage Adults. 
l.. . Materials Selection 
5. Introducing Materi als to the Disadvantaged 
6. Use of Facilities 
7. Human Relations 
8. Public Relations 
9. Staff Selection and Utilization of Staff Time 
A detailed summary of each training sequence is aLtnchcd to this proposal , 
along with a copy of Kentucky State Training Design, Planning and Evaluation 
Procedure,and a copy of letter from AAEC to local librarians . 
As the end goal of this library training , it is hoped to make th
0 
disadvantaged adult a lifetime l i brary user and reader; and, thus, have a 





KENTUCKY STATE TRAINING DESIGN 
The following people met at the Kentucky State Library, Frankfort, 
Kentucky, on May 15, 1973, to plan and develop a state-wide library trainrnc;; 
design for training of Kentucky librarians in alternative library services to 
disadvantaged adults: 
Harl an Stubbs Area Adult Basic Education Supervisor, Kentucky 
Margaret Willis Kentucky State Librarian 
Larry Allen Chairman, Library Science School , University 
of Kentucky 
Michael Averdick Special Programs Librarian, Kentucky State 
Library 
Homer Hall Regional Librarian, Prestonsburg, Kentucky 
Roland Jones Appalachian Adult Education Center Library-
Adult Basic Education Project Director 
C . T. Bailey Appalachian Adult Education Center Training 
Specialist 
Priscilla Gotsick ..Appalachian Adult Education Center Library 
Services Specialist 
The planning discussion revolved around the following topics: 
I. Planning for selection of library sites to participate rn the 
training . It was decided that several alternative routes mus. 
be used: 
A. Appalachian Adult Education Center Library.Training ~ware-
ness presentution lo Kentucky rcqionul lil>r.iri<ins <1t M,1v 2·1, 
19 73, Rcqional Workshop c1l C,1l.1lin,1 Motel, l'r,mldort, 
Kentucky 
B. Interested regional librarians would contact loca 1 librL1rhrns 
in their areas to determine who is interested rn participating 
in training 
II. 
C. A multi-media package would be sent out to all local librar-
ians in Kentucky, explaining the services the Appalachian 
Adult Education Center has to offer in the way of training 
in services to disadvantaged adults . Action would be taken 
based on the local librarians response to this awareness 
level package. 
D. State Library would issue some sort of approval and support 
statement to librarians across the state . It was suggested 
that criteria for selection of training sites be developed to 
ascertain what target areas of impact have priori.y. 
example: Does Kentucky want to provide training for li!.)rar-
ians who are already well schooled in services to d sadvan-
taged, or concentrate on undeveloped service areas . 
E. Appalachian Adult Education Center Training Project direc-
tors contact local librarians to arrange for one or two day 
planning sessions to be followed by continuous on-going 
technical assistance 
Awareness level activities to adult basic education supervisors 
and teachers to be carried out as part of the demonstration proj-
ect. 
III. University Coordination Discussion 
Possible alternative ways of coordinati.·,g the library traini:19 
project with the university training program were discussed. 
A. Practicum experience for library science students at library 
training sites 
B. Introduction of Library-Adult Basic Education Coordination 
Demonstration Project findings on library services to dis-
advantaged adults into the library science curriculum 
C. Use of demonstration site personnel and Appal.:ich1an Adult 
Education Center staff as guest lecturers in library science 
classes 
D . Dc-vclopment of libr.iry oricnl,,lion , libr,n-y scn·1c,,~;, ,ll , i 
bookmobile services to disadv,rntaged adults trai111ng pcick-
ets by practicum students 
IV. All training plans were tentatively made to be finalized in the 
near future through cooperative efforts of state, university , re-






)IOREHEAD, KE:.'.\'TUCKY 40351 
An you interested in dneloping services and traininq ypur staff in •rvices to under-educated (or diudnntalJ9(i) 
adults? 
It ii possible for your library staff to receive traini.nv for three months and ongoing technical assistance till June 
30, 1974, at no cost to your library. Your involvement would only require the cystamatic reporting of what you 
have done. 
For the put year, the Appi\lacbian Adult Education Center at Morehead State Univenity in Mcnhead, Kentudcy, 
bu conducted a federally funded project demonst rating the coordination of public library and adult education 
•rvices in Floyd County, Kentucky. Alternative methods of aemng underedu~ted adults have been denloped in 
the areas ol materials selection, materials prooeai119, outreach services, staff relati0111hipl with undereduoahd 
adultt, community r9fem.l aervices, and others. 
Tbe Floyd County project has been funded for Fiscal Year '73-'74 by the U. S. Office of Education, Bureau ol 
Librarin and Leaming Rnources, to offer traininq to other public libraries in Kentuclcy. Their st&ff will be 
.wailable at your convenience, at your library, to wk with you about expanding your •rvi.ceJ to undereducated 
adults. Teo libraries can be •rved under the 91"ant. They will be •lected on a fint-<:eme, fint-wrnd basis. 
Attar a two-day planniJl9 semon with your entire staff and board, indiv1dualized training in expanding mvioas to 
diladfanta91(i adults will be available to your staff. Training will be done by the lt&ffs of the Floyd County 
project and the Appalachian Adult Education Center and by Mr. Homer Lee Hall, Revional Ubrarian. The 
Departments of Library Science at the University of Kentucky and Morehead State Uniftnity will allo be 
cooperatiruJ, and their resouroH and talents will be drawn upon in the traininQ activities. 











APPALACHIAN ADULT EDUCATION CENTER 
BUREAU FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
MOREHEAD I KENTUCKY 
TITLE OF PROJECT: AAEC Institute Series in Training for Public Libraries 
Services to Disadvantaged Adults 
GRANT NO.: OEG-0-73-5341 (319) 
FUNDED BY: U.S. Office of Education 
Bureau of Libraries and Learning Resources 
The __________________ _ 1 ibrary staff 
(name and address of library) 
wishes to participate in training in services for disadvantaged adults. 
We have the materials explaining the scope of training that can be 
offered. We understand that some documentation will be necessary 
to fulfill the agreed upon exchange of services between the Appalachian 
Adult Education Center's site and our library. 
Signed: 
Director of Library 
Chairman, 13oard of Trustees 
, Date 
